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A bstract
A solution-adaptive grid procedure based on an error equi-distribution 
scheme is developed and  applied to  a Parabolised Navier-Stokes solver. The 
adap tation  scheme re-distributes grid points line-by-line, w ith grid point motion 
controlled by forces analogous to  tensional and torsional spring forces with the 
tensional spring force a t a  point proportional to  the error estim ate. W here the 
error estim ates are large, the  tensional forces become high and drive grid points 
to  cluster in these high error estim ate regions. Torsional term s are functions of 
the  grid point positions along neighboring grid lines and provide grid sm oothness 
and orthogonality. A m ethod of selecting error estim ates o r weighting functions is 
introduced which involves norm alizing a com bination of flow-held gradients and 
curvature of a num ber of dependent variables and then  selecting the largest at 
each point. T he resulting grid is therefore adapted  based on each independent 
variable. A grid-fitting scheme is introduced for external flows in which the farfield 
extent of the  com putational grid is adjusted during the course of the  calculation 
procedure in order to  align the grid with flow-field struc tu re  and to  minimize the 
num ber of grid points in the  freestream .
The adaptive grid m ethod is tested  on a  variety of two-dimensional problems 
which include the  hypersonic flow over a leading-edge compression ram p, the 
hypersonic flow through a cowl-type inlet configuration and the axi-sym m etric 
flow over a con e-cylinder geometry. For each case, flow-field results com puted 
using the solution-adaptive algorithm  show significant im provem ents over results 
obtained using a fixed grid.
Three-dim ensional applications solved numerically include, (a) hypersonic 
flow over a  right circular cone a t various angles of freestream  incidence, (b) flow 
over the  NASA Ames allbody vehicle, (c) flow over the McDonnell Douglas generic 
option vehicle and (d) the  chemically reacting flow over a blunt cone at incidence.
xii
Again, numerical results using the solution-adaptive grid scheme show significant 
im provem ents in fiow-field resolution. Pi tot-pressure predictions obtained using 
th e  solution-adaptive technique show improved agreem ent with experim ent over 
those obtained using a conventional fixed grid.
C H A P T E R  1
In tro d u c tio n
T he advent of the high-speed digital com puter has given rise to  a  new m ethod 
for investigating aerotherm odynam ic phenom ena which is commonly referred to 
as Computational Fluid Dynamics  (CFD ). This m ethod involves replacing the 
continuous equations of fluid m otion with a set of algebraic equations for flow 
properties a t a  finite num ber of discrete grid points. In recent years, this m ethod 
of fluid flow investigation has become an im portan t tool, especially in the realm of 
hypersonic flow where experim ental procedures are often difficult due to extrem e 
conditions. T he use of CFD  is expected to  be play a  crucial role in the design 
of high-speed aircraft such as the  National Aerospace Plane (NA SP) where the 
accurate prediction of aerotherm al loads is extrem ely im portan t.
1
2
l.X  S ta te m e n t  o f  R esearch  O b jectives
T he m ain objective of this research project is to  develop an appropriate  
solution-adaptive grid procedure for use with a  Parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) 
solver, specifically the  NASA UPS flow solver. The UPS  flow solver employs a 
spatial m arching technique to  yield solutions to  flow-fleld variables a t high speeds 
(supersonic-hypersonic). T he use of solution-adaptive grid techniques allows for 
improved flow-field solutions by re-clustering grid points into regions of high so­
lution error.
Any num erical differencing scheme is, to  some ex ten t, dependent on the  geo­
m etrical representation of the region of interest. The region is usually represented 
by a  finite collection of grid points a t which physical variables are to  he evalu­
a ted . The governing partia l differential equations for the  physical variables at 
each grid point are approxim ated by an algebraic equation and the  difference be­
tween the exact solution and the num erical solution, called the truncation  error, 
is proportional to  (A s)n /(<£,^ ', • ■ ■ , where n is th e  order of the  numerical 
approxim ation. It therefore follows th a t as the  num ber of available grid points 
increases, A s decreases and therefore the accuracy of the  algebraic approxim ation 
of the differential equations is improved. To equally d istribu te  an overall m easure 
of the  truncation  error in the dom ain, the  grid spacing A s, should be reduced 
where the  m easure / ( 0 ,  , • • •, <f>n ) is large. However, this error m easure, here­
after called the error m easure or weighting function, can only be determ ined in 
an a posteri m anner.
The objective of this research is to  devise a  m echanism  whereby, as the  nu ­
m erical solution evolves, the  grid spacing in regions of high truncation  error is re­
duced, so th a t the  corresponding truncation  error is also reduced. In this m anner 
the  resulting num erical solution is improved by a  refinement in the  representation 
of the  geom etry based on the physical s truc tu re  of the  evolving flow-field. This
concept is called solution* adaptive gridding, and in th is dissertation, solution - 
adaptive gridding is developed and applied to  a  PNS solver.
1 .3  P r e v io u s  W ork o n  A d a p tiv e  G rids
T he search for m ore accurate and computer-efficient solutions to complex 
problem s in fluid flow and heat transfer has led to  the utilization of improved dis­
cretization m ethods. In m any such problem s, there  occur regions in the physical 
dom ain where the dependent variables exhibit large changes in gradient a n d /o r  
curvature. For supersonic flow-fields, these regions could include shock waves, ex­
pansion fans and contact surfaces, as well as boundary-layers which, when present 
sim ultaneously, can produce physically complex interactions th a t are difficult to 
sim ulate numerically w ithout strategic grid point placem ent. In m ost cases, the 
locations of these regions are  not known a prio ri, and hence, the initial d istribu ­
tion of grid points is unsatisfactory. W hat is needed is an  adaptive grid m ethod 
for re-d istributing  the grid points as the solution evolves. This re-distribution 
should sufficiently cluster points in high gradient regions while not completely 
devoiding o ther regions of grid points.
Num erous studies on adaptive grid techniques are presently available. 
Thom pson (1985a) and Hawken (1985) independently provide com plete surveys 
of the  m ost widely accepted m ethods. As noted by T hom pson, m ost adaptive 
grid procedures a ttem p t to  equally d istribu te  some m easure of the  solution error; 
however, each differs in its individual approach. Moukalled (1987) also provides 
a rigorous review of presently available grid adaptation  techniques.
A daptive grid m ethods can be categorized into two basic techniques; those 
th a t incorporate a  global grid point re-distribution and those th a t move points 
only in certain  pre-determ ined regions. In th e  global re-distribution process, 
all available grid points participate  in the adap tation  process. A m easure of 
the solution error is equally d istributed  th roughout the  entire region of interest.
4
Present techniques employing th is approach are num erous. Dwyer (1984), Dwyer 
e t al. (1980) and Nakahashi and Deiwert (1986, 1988) are a few representative 
examples.
In the local refinement technique, th e  m ost popular approach has been to 
uniformly sub-divide im portan t regions. In the  localized adap tation  approach 
such as those of Moukalled (1987) and Berger and Jam eson (1985), additional 
grid points are added to  ‘im portant* regions. A re-distribution of grid points then 
takes place in these refined regions while the  regions of less im portance remain 
unchanged. In the  m ethod of Kallinderis (1989), refinement of the  grid takes place 
in these pre-determ ined im portan t regions bu t no re-distribution takes place.
The m ost popular global re-distribution approach has been to  m aintain a 
constant p roduct of a  weighting function, which is proportional to  an error m ea­
sure, and the  grid interval th roughout the solution dom ain. Dwyer et al. (1980, 
1984) used a  linear com bination of the  gradients and curvature of a dependent 
flow variable as the error m easure. Rai and Anderson (1982) and Greenberg 
(1983) have used an a ttrac tion /repu lsion  m ethod where grid points possessing 
weighting functions larger than  some average value a ttra c t each o ther while those 
points with values less than  the  average repel each o ther. Gnoffo (1982) in tro­
duced a m ethod analogous to a system  of tension springs set between grid points 
whose spring constants are functions of an error m easure. Nakahashi and Deiw­
ert (1984, 1985) extended the m ethod to include torsion spring forces th a t relate 
grid point positions along neighboring lines and thus provide for grid sm oothness. 
This adaptive grid m ethod employing the tension and torsion spring concept was 
used to  significantly enhance the  solution to  two-dimensional airfoil flows [Naka- 
hashi and Deiwert (1984, 1985)] This m ethod has also been used by Davies and 
V enkatapathy (1989) in the  development of the  two-dimensional SA C E  algorithm . 
Nakahashi and Deiwert (1986) extended the  concept to  include m ultiple torsion
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springs for application to  three-dimensions. Djomehri and Deiwert (1988) have 
also successfully applied the method to three-dimensional geometries.
Variational methods have also been used as a method of grid adaptation. This 
approach involves the minimisation of an integral whose integrand is a function 
of some error estim ate of the evolving solution. Thompson ( 1985a,b) has Bhown 
that this minimization process is equivalent to the solution of a set of elliptic par­
tial differential equations (Poisson’s equations) with the non-homogeneous terms 
proportional to  the error measure. The method of Gnoffo (1982) can be described 
in terms of variational methods as the minimization of the energy in a system of 
springs set between grid points. In the variational approach of Brackbill (1982), 
measures of grid orthogonality, straightness and grid spacing size are optimized.
The objective of this study, as noted earlier, is to develop and couple an effi­
cient solution-adaptive grid scheme to a parabolic space-marching flow solver. So­
lutions to spatially parabolic equations are obtained by marching in space rather 
than time and therefore are obtained much more efficiently than solutions to the 
time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations.
1.3 O u tlin e  o f  th e  D iaae rta tio n
This dissertation describes the development of a three-dimensional solution- 
adaptive grid procedure for use in a parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) solver. This 
development evolves throughout the following chapters, starting out as a two- 
dimensional adaptive grid method which is applied to various two-dimensional 
hypersonic flow-flelds. The algorithm is then extended to three-dimensions for 
application to relatively simple geometries such as a right-circular cone. In 
the final chapters, the three-dimensional algorithm is extended for application 
to more complex (and general) three-dimensional configurations. The resulting 
three-dimensional solution-adaptive PNS solver is then used to obtain numerical 
predictions for the hypersonic flow over two generic aircraft configurations.
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The present flow solver employs a spatia l m arching procedure for the  nu­
m erical in tegration of the  steady parabolised Navier-Stokes equations. C hapter
♦
2  outlines th is procedure as well as the  assum ptions and lim itations used in the 
derivation of th e  parabolized Navier-Stokes equations.
C hapter 3 describes the two-dimensional development of the solution- 
adaptive grid algorithm . This chap ter contains the  procedure whereby the  tru n ca­
tion error is estim ated. T his error estim ate  or weighting function is used to  drive 
the  movement of grid points. Also included in C hapter 3 is a  two-dimensional 
grid-fitting scheme which m onitors the location of th e  outer shock during the 
course of the solution process and adjusts the  ou ter boundary to  coincide with 
th is location. This approach m aintains a  m axim um  num ber of grid points inside 
the  region of interest.
A variety of applications of the  two-dimensional solution-adaptive grid 
scheme are presented in C hapter 4. Numerical predictions obtained using the 
solution-adaptive grid m ethod are shown to be superior to  those obtained using 
conventional fixed grids. W here possible, num erical predictions are com pared 
with experim ental results. Also included in C hap ter 4 is a  study illustrating a 
few weighting function selection techniques.
In C hap ter 5, the two-dimensional solution-adaptive grid m ethod developed 
in C hapter 3 is extended to  three-dim ensions. This includes procedures for a d a p t­
ing the  grid in both cross-flow directions and for projecting the  adap ted  grid 
dow nstream  to  generate a prelim inary cross-flow grid plane at the  next m arching 
sta tion .
In C hap ter 6 , the hypersonic flow over a  right-circular cone a t three different 
yaw angles is studied to  dem onstrate  the  im provem ents th a t can be obtained with 
the  three-dim ensional solution-adaptive grid procedure. For each angle of inci­
dence investigated, p ito t pressure profiles com puted using the solution-adaptive
algorithm  show improved agreem ent with experim ents over results obtained using 
a  conventional fixed grid.
In C hapter 7, the  solution*adaptive m arching procedure is fu rther extended 
for application to  more general three-dim ensional geometries. These applications 
require extensive m odifications to  the  grid adap tation  procedures of the  preceding 
chapters. A three-dim ensional grid-fit ting scheme is also developed which m oni­
tors the  position of freestream  conditions and adjusts th e  grid to  m aintain a m ax­
im um  grid point density inside the region of interest. The resulting algorithm  is 
applied to  the hypersonic flow about two generic aircraft configurations. T he first 
of these is an all-body type geom etry with elliptical cross sections and is studied 
a t various angles of attack. The second geom etry is a generic blended-wing-body 
design. T he results dem onstra te  the  improvem ents in flow-field resolution ob tain ­
able with the  solution-adaptive m arching procedure over the conventional fixed 
grid technique. Com puted pitot pressure profiles and surface pressure d istribu­
tions for the  solution-adaptive predictions are com pared with results obtained 
using a  fixed grid and with experim ental results.
In C hap ter 8 , an application of the  solution-adaptive algorithm  to the 
nonequilibrium  flow of air over a  blunt cone a t angle of incidence is investigated. 
Mach num ber and pressure contours resulting from the use of the  adaptive grid 
is com pared to  those obtained using a fixed grid of equal size as well as one of 
higher grid point density.
C hapter 9 provides a sum m ary of the dissertation and com m ents on some 
proposed fu ture work.
C H A P T E R  2
Flow A lgp rithm
In this section the  Upwind Parabolized Navier-Stokes Solver (U PS) used in 
the  present work is presented. This algorithm , developed by Lawrence (1987), in­
volves the num erical in tegration of the  parabolized Navier-Stokes equations using 
an upwind differencing technique to  determ ine the  inviscid fluxes. The references 
to  be cited in this section more than  adequately describe the m ethods and pro­
cedures employed; however, to  provide a  sufficient level of completeness in the 
present work, this chap ter is devoted to  describing these techniques. In some sec­
tions of th is chapter, the  notation of Lawrence (1984, 1987) is adopted in order 
to  preserve the originality of the  m ethods.
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2 .X G o v e rn in g  E q u a t io n s
The present algorithm  involves the in tegration of th e  parabolised Navier- 
Stokes (PN S) equations, in which the  spatial propagation of flow-held inform ation 
is locally modeled using a  steady version of Roe’s scheme (Roe, 1981). The 
PNS equations are obtained  from  the steady-sta te  Navier-Stokes equations by 
neglecting stream wise viscous derivatives and by extracting th e  portion of the 
stream wise pressure gradient term  th a t is responsible for introducing ellipticity 
in to  the equations.
T he Navier-Stokes equations are parabolised with respect to  the  stream wise 
coordinate direction by first m aking the following assum ptions: 1 ) the flow is 
steady, and 2 ) the  viscous derivatives in the stream wise direction are negligible 
in com parison with those in the  cross-flow directions. T he la tte r assum ption is 
generally considered valid for high Reynolds num ber flows. The steady Navier- 
Stokes equations can be w ritten in a  strong conservative form as 
d[Ei  -  E v) , W  -  P .) , d (G i  -  G „ ) „
dr + dy + dJ  ( 2U
T he inviscid and viscous flux vectors, E , F , and G  are defined below, the  sub­
scripts t and  v  indicating inviscid and viscous com ponents, respectively.
/  pu \ f  0 \
p u 1 + p v**
puv E„ - T*v
puw
\ ( E t  + p)u / V u r rx -f v r xy +  -  qr /
/  pv \ (  0 \
puv
p v 2 + p F t, = Tyy
pvw TV* ,
\ { E t + p)v \ u r xy + v r yy + w r yt — qy /
/  put } /  0 \
puw T**
pvw G r = r VI
p w 2 + p
V (£7* +  p)ti» / V UTrt  + VTyt 4- WT£t -  q£ }
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with
E t =  p[e +  ^ (u 2 +  r 2 +  u>2)]
T he viscous stress and  heat transfer term s are given by
, 3 T  
* ' 9 i







_  2 P dv dw  \ p /  du dv  \
“  3 Ret, ( 2 a i ' ~ dy  "" a 7 / \ d y  '“  d i f 9r
2 P i(„dv du dw  \ P it d u dw  \Tyy
~~ 3 R e L 1{ dy  ~ dx ' d l ) T t 1 “  R e t  ^ " <lv
2 P 1 du dv  \ P 1(dv dw  \
~  3 R e L 1( 2 a 7 - dx '  dy> T“  -  R e t  <I s !  “ 9*
( 7 - 1  )Ml0R e LPr
In these equations, p  is the  non-dimensional pressure, p is the density, «, t> and 
w are the velocity com ponents in the  *, y  and z directions, e is the internal 
energy, r  is the  viscous stress, and q is the heat conduction rate. The molecular 
viscosity, p , is com puted using a  non-dimensional form of the Sutherland law 
(Lawrence, 1987). T he therm al conductivity is expressed in term s of the P rand tl 
num ber and the  m olecular viscosity and, as a  result, therm al conductivity does 
not explicitly appear in the heat conduction term s above. The following non- 
dim ensional quantities are used, with a  tilde representing dim ensional quantities.
X u P







p  = p
p o o
T— ■V --- — W  — -s-- T  =
TooL V*
e —
P o o /p<*>
Poo
v* = V p» / p=c
where L  is a  suitable reference length. T he non-dim ensional system  of equations is 
closed with non-dimensional forms for the perfect gas equations of s ta te , expressed 
as
p  =  ( 7  -  1 )pe and T  =  7 M ^ p / p
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T he discretination of these equations over an a rb itrary  body is best achieved by 
first expressing the equations in term s of a  generalised geom etry-oriented system  
of coordinates. In th is m anner, integration takes place over regularly shaped 
unit cells (com putational space), and the coordinate transform ation describes 
a  m apping from  the com putational space to  physical space (See Fig. 2.1). In 
later sections we will see th a t grid adap tation  takes place in the physical dom ain. 
This m apping is then ad justed , afterw ards, to  m aintain uniform unit cells in the 
com putational dom ain.
For the  present study, the coordinate transform ation of the general form
£ =
t; =  i ){x ,y ,z )  (2.3)
< =
is applied. The Jacobian, J ,  of the  transform ation is given by
J = 3 6 * 0
d ( x , y , z )
and can be calculated using
J ' 1 =  *((y,,2< -  y<z , )  -  x T, (y i z < -  y ( z ( ) +  x c ( y i z ri -  y„arf>
T he m etrics are given by the  following expressions
( y  ) = » * * < - v <* e  ( y ) = » < * « - ¥ « * <  ( y ) = » < * *
( =  r<z” ~ x " z< i ^ j )  = x i z< -  x <zi ( ^ f )  =  ~ <2-4 >
( y )  =  -  *<y, ( y  )  =  ( y )  =  -  * ,y e
All derivatives with respect to the  C artesian coordinate system  can be evaluated 
with respect to  the new coordinate system using the chain rule of differentiation,
* 0 *4T j 5
Ol
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w ritten  here as
JL ~ * JL JL / JL
dx ~ *s dt +Tt’ &rt + ^ d {
d  _  d  d d
dy _C|,0{ +riv&rj + ^*dt
d , a a . e
d: ~ * * d e +t)*dv + ^  oc
After expressing the term s of Eq. (2.1) using the chain rule (See, for exam ple 
Hoffmann, 1989), this equation can be expressed in term s of the  generalized co­
ord inate  system  as
d$l OF 9GI
d i  drj d{ =  0 (2.5)
where
e  = ( y ) E‘ + ( 7 ) F‘ + ( 7 ) G‘
f  =  ( y  ) (E .  -  e ; i  +  ( ^ ) ( F .  -  f ; >  +  ( y  ) ( G .  -  g ; »  (2.5 a)
a  =  ( y ) ( E .  -  e ; > +  ( ^ ) < f .  - f ; » +  ( y ) ( G ,  - g ; >
Here, (  is th e  stream  wise coordinate direction and tj and (  are the  two cross-flow 
directions. T he superscript asterisk on the viscous flux vectors above indicates
th a t  derivatives with respect to  { have been om itted . Equation (2.5) is a set of
m ixed hyperbolic-parabolic equations with respect to  the  stream wise coordinate 
direction provided th a t  1) the Mach num ber outside the  boundary layer is greater 
th an  unity, 2 ) the stream wise {-com ponent of the  velocity is greater than  zero (no 
stream wise separation), and 3) the pressure gradient term  is trea ted  in a m anner 
in which the  ellipticity inherent in the equations is elim inated. The m ethod of 
Vigneron (1987) was chosen to  accomplish th is task. Using this technique, the 
stream wise flux vector is split into two parts as follows





/  . P(J ^
+  ( ^ f V p  
p v V  +  ( )u>p 
pwU  +  ( )u>p 
( E t + p )U
tr
E p =
/  0  \  
( ^ ) ( 1  -  w)p 
( ^ ) ( 1  -  w)p
( ^ ) ( 1  -  *)P  
0
After substitu tion  of Eq. (2.6) into Eq. (2.5), the  resulting equations are referred 
to  as the Parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS)  equations and can be w ritten as
0E* 0£p  OF d G
0 { +  0 { + + dc  " (2.7)
If Eq. (2.7) is subjected to  an eigenvalue analysis, it can be shown (Vigneron, 
1987) th a t this system  is hyperbolic-parabolic in the {-direction provided th a t u> 
is specified according to  the  relation
cryAff
u> = min 1 , l  + ( 7 - l  )M \
where is the  Mach num ber in the  {-direction and <r is a safety factor.
( 2 .8 )
2 .2  D isc re tiza tio n  M eth o d
The first step in the  discretization of Eq. (2.7) is to  divide the region of 
interest into small bu t finite hexahedrons such as the one of Fig. 2.2. Since the 
present algorithm  employs a  space-m arching scheme, the  com plete region is dis­
cretized by successively adding cross-flow grid surfaces a  distance A{ downstream  
of the  current m arching station. The n th  and (n  +  l ) t h  (q ,{ )  grid surfaces (n 
is the  index of the {-coordinate) m ake up a  com putational slab of thickness A{. 
Integration of flow-field properties across this slab results in new flow properties 
at the  (n + l ) t h  surface. Using the terminology of Lawrence (1987), the vertices 
of each cell are referred to  as prim ary grid points, each of which is connected
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by straight line segm ents. For accounting purposes, integer values k and / are 
assigned to  the  q and (  positions, respectively, of secondary grid points (loca­
tions of physical properties), and half-integer values of k  and / a re  used to  denote 
cross-flow cell faces (See Fig. 2.2).
If it is assum ed th a t the  fluxes a t the  interfaces of the  grid cell of Fig. 2.2 
rem ain constant and  th a t cell-face area vectors dS  are oriented in the positive 
coordinate directions, Eq. (2.5) m ay be expressed for a single grid cell as
* : r  • d s : ! ti + •  c l , , + K J i  ■
-  e i , . d s i ,  -  r , .  < « C ! ,  -  g ; ; _ * } . =  o
where the indexing of the cell faces of Fig. ( 2 .2 ) is as follows: 
dSpQRs = dS*>( dSTiTviv =
dSfl5»vv =  ( d S p Q u r  = j
d S p r w s  = d S Q W R  =
Neglecting stream wise viscous derivatives, Eq. (2.9) can be re-w ritten as
( B , ) # 1 +  (F< -  * : ) £ *  +  (G . -  c ; ) ^
* J (2.10) 
-(E,)i, -  (F. -  -  (G, -  6 ; )*■)_! = 0
where the ha tted  vectors represent num erical approxim ations to  cell face fluxes 
and  the superscript asterisks indicate th a t the (-derivatives have been elim inated. 
T he forms of the  num erical fluxes are similar to  those of Eq. (2.5) with the m etric 
quantities replaced by com ponents of cell-face a rea  vectors. For m ore on cell face 
definition see Lawrence (1987).
2 .3  S tre a m w is e  N u m e r ic a l  F lu x
As sta ted  earlier, the  m ethod of Vigneron (1987) is used to  suppress the 
cllipticity th a t is inherent in the  boundary layer of the  flow. This is done with 
the  substitu tion
(Bi)S.i = B*(rfsr,„ustl) + Ep(dSJ ,, u jy 1)
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where the form s of E* and E p are given by Eq. (2.6), and dS£(J and d \J£ , 
indicate the  location where the geom etry and physical variables, respectively, are 
evaluated.
In order to  avoid the difficulty of extracting the required flow properties from 
the flux vector E*, a change is m ade in dependent variable from  E* to  the vector 
of conserved variables U , using the  following linearization
E*(rfSn,U n ) =
where
„  , in it  ,  a ,—  d E ^ d S - .U " - 1)u  =  i P,putpv*pw*Et] and A  = -----------------------
After substitu tion , the first and fourth term s of Eq.(2 .1 0 ) become
( E o ; . r  = + E - ( d s ; f
( e , ) ; . ,  =  i i V ' u j . ,  + E '( d s 2 . „ u ; 7 ' )
A fter inserting these expressions into Eq. (2.10), rearranging and subtracting  
from both sides, the  discretized conservation law takes the  form
=  - M m  -  -  i(F , -  -  (f , -  f , . ) ; ! |  ,i
- |< G , -  -  (G . -  -  [ E 'f d S J j ' .U " , )  _  E '’( < / s ; „ u ; , 1)i
(2 . 11)
where
= U rt+1 -  u rt
2 .4  F irst-O rd er  U p w ind  S ch em e
Hyperbolic partial differential equations, such as Eqs. (2.7), are character­
ized by the existence of a  lim ited dom ain of dependence. T he solution at a  point 
in the  flow-field does no t depend on every o ther point in th e  dom ain. Flow-field
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inform ation only travels in certain characteristic directions. Numerical techniques 
used for solving hyperbolic equations are usually enhanced by insuring th a t in­
form ation is propagated only in the  direction specified by the  governing equation. 
This can be accomplished using an upwind scheme, the  use of which can im ­
prove the  stability  of the  resulting algorithm  to  the  point where added numerical 
sm oothing is not necessary.
T he present flow solver, developed by Lawrence (1984), is based on a steady 
version of R oe’s flux-difference split scheme (Roe, 1983) for application to  the 
present space-m arching technique. As dem onstrated  by van Leer et al. (1987), 
fewer points are required to  resolve shock waves using a  first-order Roe scheme 
th an  are required by a  second order flux-vector split scheme (See, for example, 
Steger and W arm ing, 1981).
2.4.1 A pproxim ate R iem ann Solvers
The Riem ann problem  of Roe can m ost easily be described by considering 
th e  one-dim ensional in viscid flow of a  compressible gas. T he conservation laws of 
m ass, m om entum  and energy for such a flow can be expressed in a  form  analogous 
to  Eq. (2.1) as
w t + F* =  0  (2 .1 2 )
where the vectors w  and F  are of the  form
w  =  [p ,pu ,pe]r  and F  =  [pu, p u 3  -4p, (pe +  p)u]T
An approxim ate form of Eq. (2.12) with F  expressed as some linear function of 
w  can also be w ritten as
w , -f D w , =  0
where D  is a  constant Jacobian m atrix  d F /# w . Given any two sta tes w t  and w r  
to  the  left and right of the  cell interface, the flux difference across the  interface
18
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Figure 2.3: Evaluation of interface fluxes.
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can be expressed as
F/j — F t  = (wn — Wt) ^  A*
*
where A* is th e  speed of the Itth wave em anating from  the grid point at tim e t 
and  each term  in the sum m ation represents the  effect of a single wave. The flux 
a t the  cell interface can be com puted by starting  a t either side of the  interface 
and then sum m ing the individual wave contributions up to  the interface (See Fig. 
2.3).
F i+ $ =  F l +  (Wfl -  w j,) 5 3  A*
fc-
or
Fi+i = f b -  (w,i -  wL) y  \ k
k+
where the  two sum m ations above denote sum m ation over all the  negative and 
positive wave speeds, respectively. Taking the arithm etic  average of these two 
expressions yields an expression for the  interface flux.
F i+ i — —( F 't  +  F / i )  -  - f i ( s g n A ) i2 _1( w n  -  w L )
where R  denotes the m atrix  of right eigenvectors of the  Jacobi an m atrix  D. sgnA 
is the  diagonal m atrix  containing the signs of the eigenvalues of D  and represents 
the  characteristic direction of each wave. The eigenvalues of the Jacobian m atrix  
D  represent th e  characteristic speeds norm al to  the cell interface.
2.4.2 Steady Riem ann Solvers
For the  present work, Lawrence (1984), employs a  sequence of two steady 
versions of th e  above-described one-dimensional R iem ann problem to  obtain the 
inviscid cross-flow num erical fluxes. These two steady Riem ann problem s can be 
expressed by the  following generic expression
0E* „ 0E*
■ « r ( 213)
with right and left sta tes a t opposite sides of the interface defined as
r E *(d s : + r u m)
-  j E*(ds« + J,u m+I;
for k < j
) for k  >  « m+j
where m  is the  index in the k  direction, m  +  § denoting the location of the  cell 
interface, and D  is the  constant Jacobian m atrix  defined by the generic expression
(2.14)
The Riem ann problem  in the 17-direction is obtained by replacing P , by F , and 
k by i) in Eq. (2.13). Similarly, the steady Riem ann problem  in the  ^-direction is 
obtained by replacing P ; by G i and « by ( .  In this m anner, the  one-dimensional 
R iem ann problem  is applied in each direction separately to  obtain  independent 
discretizations of the flux derivatives in each spatial direction. These independent 
results are added to obtain  the overall discretization. It can be shown th a t if the 
flow properties which m ake up D m + 1 are carefully averaged between grid points 
a t m  and m + 1 so as to  ensure th a t the following relation is satisfied, then
P m+iA(E*)m+i = A(I\)m+ i
W hen the flow is supersonic, a  special averaging procedure [Roe, (1983)] insures 
th a t the above relation is satisfied. Cell interface values of density, velocity and 
enthalpy (which are used in the Jacobian m atrix  D ) are com puted as follows:
Pm+\ — y/fim\/pm+l
— + l (2.15)
m+ 1 \/Pm + 1 + y/pm
where 4» ~  u , t>, tt» and h — yp/ [ ( 7  — \)p\ +  | ( u 2 +  v 2  + u*2) is the  enthalpy. From 
Eqs. (2.15), the  sound speed, a , can be com puted from
Once xiy v y w  and a are determ ined in th is m anner, the eigenvalues and cor­
responding left and right eigenvectors, which constitu te  the elem ents of the  D  
m atrix , are then  constructed.




( 2 .16 )
This expression consists of a central differencing com ponent (first three term s) 
followed by a first order upwind dissipation term . T he differencing operator A 
in the  upwind term  is the standard  forward difference operator. Again using the 
term inology of Lawrence (1987), the  m atrix  sgn£>, is defined as
sgnZ> =  i?(sgnA ) R ~ 1
where R  is the  m atrix  whose rows consist of the  eigenvectors of D  (See Appendix 
A), and sgnA is the diagonal m atrix  with the  t th  elem ent equal to  — 1 or 1 de­
pending on the sign of the  corresponding ith  eigenvalue of D.
T he stream wise location of the  calculation of Eq. (2.16) is still unspecified. 
For the  construction of an implicit algorithm , as will be fu rther discussed in the 
next section, the fluxes of Eq. (2.16) are linearized about the n  +  1 m arching 
sta tion  in the  following m anner
~(sgn£>)m +i AE. +  ( ^ )  AFi + ( ~ r )
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T he derivation of the inviscid Jacobi an s, £ F , /d U  and d G i / d U ,  is provided in 
Appendix B.
2 .5  S eco n d -O rd er  U p w in d  S ch em e
In this section, the first order algorithm  described above is extended to  second 
order accuracy. This is done in a m anner so as to  preserve the shock capturing 
characteristics of the first order algorithm  while im proving the  order of accuracy 
in less sharply varying regions.
It is im portan t to keep in m ind th a t the  basic objective is to  balance the 
sum  of the fluxeB through the individual grid cells. The m ajo r obstacle now being 
hurdled is to  numerically represent these fluxes a t the cell faces in such a m anner 
as to  preserve their wave-like nature.
The to tal numerical fluxes in the  rj- and ^-directions are given in term s of 
the  first order fluxes of Eq. (2.17) and (2.18) with the addition of a  second order 
corrective term . The forms of these cross-flow fluxes are now presented in this 
section. Using the  terminology of C hakravarthy (1987), in term ediate param eters 
are first defined as
<•*.)m+ J =  « “ '+ } |B -(< iS^+ ,  , U „ +1) -  E*(rfS7„+ } , U „ ))
<-4a)„ + i  =  f l - ‘+ 4 [ E - ( < « ^ + ) , U m+2) -  E * ( « : + i , U „ + ,) |
where ’+  ̂ is the  m atrix  of left eigenvectors evaluated a t th e  m + |  cell interface. 
W hen (.4})m . i is multiplied by the associated right eigenvectors, the  change in 
the  flux vector E* across the corresponding wave of the  approxim ate Riem ann
(2.19)
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problem  a t the  m  +  |  cell face is obtained. T he rem aining two A  quantities above 
are required for increasing the accuracy of th e  scheme.
Each elem ent in the  A  vectors, denoted by o j ,  a j  and «*, is then limited 
relative to  one another using a slope-limiting operator. T he resulting new vectors, 
denoted by »4j and A 4  are constructed to achieve non-oscillatory shock
capturing. The elements of these new vectors are
=  n iin m o d [(a i)m +i,/? (o ^ )m +i]
(« 2 )m +i  =  n iinm od((«^)m +i , £ ( a ; ) m +i]
( « S W {  =  rn»nmod[(Q2 )m +i , ^ ( a ; ) m +i]
The flux lim iting operator defined as
m m m od(x ,y) =  sign(x)m ax[0 , min{ |z |, ysign(z)}]
reduces the  accuracy of the  scheme in the  vicinity of flow-field discontinuities 
so th a t the  oscillatory na tu re  characteristic of second order m ethods is elinii 
nated . Generally, in all regions of the flow except near m axim a and m inim a 
(shock waves), the m inm od operator will re tu rn  the  unlim ited flux values (the 
m ajor portion of the  flow-field will contain eigenvalues possessing the same sign). 
T hus, the truncation  error of the  unlim ited scheme provides a  good indication
of th e  overall truncation  error of the  lim ited scheme. In Eq. (2.19) above, (3 is
a compression param eter and is a function of an accuracy param eter, <f>, to  be 
described later.
Using the flux limited vectors A i , -4 i, ,4s and ^ 4 , the  num erical flux changes
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which arc used to  construct the second order inviscid flux are defined as follows
= f l „ + j ( A +  + j M I
(* ^ l  )m +} ~
( ^ * 2  ) m +  1 =  ^ m +  |  (  I
T he diagonal m atrices consist of elements which are the  positive and negative 
projections of the  eigenvalues a t each cell face and are defined by
^ + ,  =  i ( A i .+ J ± l A™+ | l )  (2-20)
Finally, the  second order inviscid num erical flux is defined in term s of the  first 
order inviscid num erical fluxes, P f ,  of Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18), which are written 
here in term s of the generic expression of Eq. (2.16) and second order correction 
term s
(P?Wj = (P})m+t + ^ ( r f r , +)m+j + ^ (r fF ,+ )m+s
r + r f  i - . *  <2-21)
-  - ^ ( ■ » rr u i  -
T he fluxes in the  q-direct ion are obtained by replacing the generic subscript, 
m + | , by k + £ ,/  and the  flux in the  (^-direction is obtained by replacing m + | ,  
with k f l + j . The results are of the  form:
<*•?)*+>.. = (P?)»+S.i
(G?)»,l+J = (P?),,,+ 1
R oe’s scheme is known to  occasionally yield non-physical num erical results which 
include so-called expansion shocks. T he reason for this lies in the m anner in which 
Roe’s scheme trea ts  an expansion. In order to  help Roe’s Riem ann solver prevent 
this non-physical behavior, a  technique developed by H arten (1984) is used. This
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technique consists of replacing the  absolute-value opera to r of Eq. ( 2 .2 0 ) with the 
conditional operator
,, v . where z > t
V’(Z) =  < »*+•* where * < *
J l * 1
t  2t
where c is a  small param eter.
2 .0  Im p lic it  S o lu tio n  P ro ced u re
The first order num erical fluxes of Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) are evaluated at 
th e  n +  1 m arching sta tion , and the second order correction term s of Eq. (2.22) 
are evaluated a t the n th  m arching station. After substitu ting  the  linearized fluxes 
into Eq. (2.11), the result is a  pent a-diagonal system  which is too large to  solve 
efficiently. Therefore, the  system  is approxim ately factored into a  sequence of two 
block tri-diagonal system s as follows.
+ ( * ' + [ “ W 1- -  ” W ]  -  [ - m n r  ~  “ W j  } Q "
where the right-hand side is given by
RHS' = -U;;, - A iy 'w i ,  -  [(F? -  F.)»+J,, -  (FJ -  f .u .  j I "
-  [<G? -  G. ) , il+ J  -  (G? -  G . i  ] ”
-  [E'(rfs;f ,UJ,,) -
T he following is then solved to obtain  the solution a t the  n +  1 m arching station.
1 mi ’ " mi * »“ u+.y o\Jk,i+i o  Ufr,(+1 J
* fu c i  i  r n t f i i
\ A . -  + _ « a - ' M  _ p t i  _ U . ,
\  *■' [  a u » . ,  a u M  J [  a u * , ,  a u , . ,  J ’ 
f a t G j ) ; , .  a ( G .
{ au*.,., au
The viscous flux vectors and Jacobians, F„ and G „ , and d Y v/ d \ J  and d G v/d \J ,  
are provided in Appendix C  and are a result of a  linearization of the  sam e form 
as in Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18).
T he truncation  error of the  unlim ited scheme, which was earlier argued to 
be a  good approxim ation of the  truncation  error for the  lim ited scheme, can be 
w ritten  as
« r d ’ E i ^  kz d*Gi
J  J  Ok3 J  8 k*
T hus, as m entioned a t the  beginning of th is section, schemes of varying accu­
racy can be obtained simply by altering the  value of the accuracy param eter, <f>. 
C hakravarthy  and O sher (1985) provide a  table illustrating the various schemes 
obtainable by changing the  value of this param eter. For exam ple, a value of 
(f> — 1 /3 , produces a  th ird  order accurate scheme.
2 .7  G rid  G en era tio n
T here are many reported studies on the  subject of num erical grid generation 
for three-dim ensional applications [Thompson et al., (1985)]. T he purpose of this 
section is to  provide a brief description of the  grid generation m ethods used for 
the  present work.
The present algorithm  incorporates several m ethods for obtaining a numerical 
grid for discretization of the  governing equations. For simple conical geometries, 
an algebraic grid generation technique is used. This m ethod, which is consider­
ably faster th an  solving partial differential equations, was chosen for all of the  test 
cases to appear in C hapters 4 and 6 . T he algebraic grid generator, which gener­
ates grid planes perpendicular to  the ^-coordinate, begins by d istributing  points 
evenly in the  circum ferential direction along the  body surface (the  body surface 
m ust be analytically defined). C onstant t/-lines are then  defined to  be straight 
line segm ents radiating outw ard from the body and extending to  an analytically
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determ ined elliptically shaped ou ter grid line. Finally, grid points are clustered 
along the constant q-lines according to  the  R oberts exponential stretching func­
tion. See, for exam ple (A nderson, Tannehill and Pletcher, 1984).
“ ----------- \ T - n  ------------- -------
rg« ,4>+ »r
Here, /?({,»;) is found using an iterative procedure to  give a user requested wall 
spacing. T he position vectors of the grid points are then given by
*•({,»/,O  ~  r (£ , t7 ,0 )  +  z ( { , f / , ( ) [ r ( { , t r , ( m« . )  -  r ( { , q , 0 )j
where { =  0 a t the  body surface and (  =  {mo* a t the ou ter edge of the  grid. F irst, 
a  grid plane is generated in this m anner a t the  current x-location. A nother plane 
is then  created a t a pre-determ ined distance dow nstream . In term ediate m arching 
stations are obtained between these two ar-stations by linear interpolation.
If the body cannot be defined analytically, a  hyperbolic grid generator exists 
w ithin the code which d istributes grid points according to  the solution of a set of 
hyperbolic partial differential equations. An externally-generated surface grid is 
first read from a grid file. The grid is then stretched outw ard from  the body to  a 
pre-determ ined ou ter grid line.
For more complex body configurations, a  prelim inary grid m ust be generated 
by some external num erical grid generation technique. (See, for exam ple, T hom p­
son, Warsi and M astin, 1985). The present com puter code has a  mechanism for 
reading a  binary grid file one {-plane a t a  tim e. After the  flow solution has been 
com puted a t each {-location, the  code checks to  see if the  next {-location is within 
the  bounds of the  two pre-existing grid planes. If so, a  linear interpolation is per­
formed to obtain  a new grid plane. O therw ise, a  new plane is read from the grid 
file (or a new plane is created by the  algebraic routine).
Later, in the  sections to follow, a m ethod of determ ining the extent by 
which the cross-flow grid a t each m arching station  should extend out into the 
freest ream  is presented. This farfleld extent of the  grid is obtained by m onitoring 
the  freest ream  conditions and m aintaining a m inim um  num ber of grid points in 
the  freest ream . This procedure not only m aximizes grid point density inside the 
region of in terest bu t also provides a  farfleld grid boundary a t eacli m arching 
station . As we will see in later sections, th is inform ation can be used to  construct 
a grid plane a t the next m arching station  by projecting the grid at the current 
m arching sta tion  dow nstream  using the surface grid as a  guide. A more detailed 
discussion of th is is given after the  grid adap tation  procedure has been described.
C H A PT ER  3
Two-Dimensional Adaptive Grid Procedure
In this chapter a  two-dimensional solution-adaptive grid algorithm  is devel­
oped for use in the flow algorithm  described in the previous section. The m ethod 
for selecting an error estim ate is also contained in this chapter. A grid-fitting 
scheme is introduced for two-dimensions which m onitors the to ta l extent of the 
region of interest and m aintains a  m axim um  grid point density in this region. 
T he resulting algorithm  proceeds by first obtaining a  prelim inary solution a t the 
current m arching station . Based on this prelim inary solution, a solution error 
estim ate is com puted a t each grid point, and the grid spacing is adjusted  so as 
to  m inimize th is error. An improved solution is then obtained on this newly re­
fined grid. T he adapted  grid is then projected dow nstream  to the  next m arching 
sta tion  in preparation for the calculation a t th e  next step.
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3,1 A daptation Strategy
Since th e  algorithm  described in the previous section m arches in space ra ther 
than  tim e, each stream wise location of the flow-field is solved with the upstream  
condition as the  corresponding initial condition. An appropria te  adaptive grid 
scheme would construct a prelim inary cross-flow grid plane a t the  stream wise 
location of in terest, solve for the  flow-field variables a t this location based on 
the  upstream  conditions and then  re-cluster the  grid points based on the  g ra ­
dients a n d /o r  curvature of the com puted flow. An improved solution can then 
be obtained on the resulting adapted  cross-flow grid plane. A new preliminary 
cross-flow grid plane can then be constructed a t the  next stream wise location 
(w ith grid points proportioned to  th a t of the  previous plane) and the procedure 
continued.
T he basic philosophy adopted in the present work to  re-cluster grid points is 
som ewhat sim ilar to th a t of Gnoflfo (1982) and is analogous to m inim ising the  en­
ergy in a system  of tension springs set between grid points. T he spring constants 
represent the  error estim ate and are functions of the  gradient a n d /o r  curvature 
of a selected dependent variable. Nakahashi and Deiwert (1984) later refined 
Gnoflo’s m ethod by introducing the  concept of a  torsion spring to  reduce grid 
skewness between grid lines or planes. Although the  m ethod is based on varia­
tional principles, the problem  is posed by Nakahashi and Deiwert in an algebraic 
uni-directional m anner by applying tension and torsion spring forces proportional 
to  flow gradients at each grid point along a fixed coordinate line and solving for 
the  equilibrium  position of the resulting grid system . The resulting system  of 
equations is tri-diagonal, which can be efficiently solved for the  final positions of 
the  grid points.
The present grid adap tation  technique is based on the  error equi-distribution 
m ethod and involves the re-distribution of grid points such th a t an  error m easure,
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which is generally proportional to  (A s )n m ultiplied by a function of the  flow- 
field variable derivatives (i.e. «  equally d istributed  over a
coordinate line. In simplistic term s, this can be w ritten as
unA s, — K  (3.1)
where «n, the  weighting function, is based on flow properties, and in the te r­
minology of [Nakahashi and Deiwert (1985)] and [Davies (1988)], represents the 
spring constant with K  as the resultan t force. The grid interval, A s,’, is defined as 
the  distance between adjacent grid points along a line of constant com putational 
coordinate. Figure 3.1 illustrates the  grid topology surrounding the  grid point 
(*,>)•
The weighting function, un, is defined as a function of a selected normalized 
flow property, /  such tha t
=  1 +  A f f  (3.2)
where A  and B  are constants related to  the specified m axim um  and m inim um  grid 
spaeings. From Eq. (3.1), the m axim um  and m inim um  allowable grid spacing 
occur when ttq is at its m inim um  and m axim um  values, respectively. Since the 
norm alized flow property, / ,  varies from zero to unity, Eq. (3.2) states th a t 
u’m«e =  1 + A  and wmjn =  1 . Upon substitu tion  of these values into Eq. (3.1) 
and rearranging yields A  =  A »m a X f  &*m i n  ~  1* where and A »m i s  are
user specified m axim um  and m inim um  allowable grid spaeings. T he constant B
of Eq. (3.2) is chosen so th a t the  com puted m inim um  grid spacing corresponds 
to  A jm /n ,  the  requested m inim um  grid spacing. Davies et al. (1989) outlines an 
iterative procedure for obtaining an approxim ate value for B.  For completeness, 
this procedure is included in Appendix D . T he choice of the normalized flow 






Figure 3.1: Adaptive mesh geometry.
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Figure 3.2: Tensional and torsional spring system.
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Sum m ing both sides of Eq. (3.1), solving for K , and then substitu ting  the 
resulting expression for K  back into Eq. (3.1) yields
U>,ASi =  ^  (3.3)
where s mac is the  to ta l length of the  coordinate line. Equation (3.3) is an expres­
sion for the  new grid point locations based on local flow properties. Thus, where 
the  error m easure, is large, A s; will tu rn  ou t to be small and , therefore, the 
local truncation  error a t a  point, whose leading term  is proportional to  u’,’( A j ; ) n, 
will tend to  be equi-distributed over the com plete dom ain.
Using Eq. (3.3), a  tri-diagonal system  of equations can easily be set up for 
the grid point positions. For exam ple, applying this equation a t the  *th point 
leads to
« ’.(-».+! - • * ; ) -  «N -i(-s»  -  » i - l  ) =  0
However, if this equation is used alone to  determ ine the new grid spacing along 
each grid line, the  grid would quickly become skewed due to the  lack of depen­
dence of the  adap ted  grid points on the  previous grid line. To ensure a  sm oother 
grid there needs to be a  relationship between the current grid adaptation  line 
(where the grid adap tation  is to  be perform ed) and the  previously adap ted  grid 
line. Torsional term s are introduced to  accomplish this task. Figure 3.2 g raph ­
ically illustrates the addition of a  torsion spring to  th e  system . This procedure, 
developed by Nakahashi and Deiwert, relates grid points along adjacent grid lines 
thus providing for a sm oother grid. Perform ing a force balance on the system  of 
tension and torsion springs acting on the point (t, j ) of Fig. 3.2, the  following 
equation is obtained.
« ’t(* i  + l ~  -»i) -  t t> i- l (« t  -  * i - 1 ) “  =  0
where i denotes the  force due to the  torsion spring. The torsion angle,
0, can be approxim ated by 0, ~  (s,- — where, \DA'\  is the  length of the
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line segm ent from  the point ( t , j  — 1 ) to the  point of intersection of the torsional 
vector, t ; ,  with the current adap tation  line. T he quantity  s'* is the physical 
d istance to  the  point where the stream wise torsional reference line crosses the 
current adap tation  line and corresponds to  the  point A* of Fig. 3.2. Substitu ting 
this expression for the  last term  in the  above equation and rearranging yields
+  to* +  rmi)si +  WiSi+i =  (3.4)
which is tri-diagonal, and can be easily solved for s , . The constant, r t , ~ 
C i / \ D A f\i is the  m agnitude of the torsional influence from the stream wise direc­
tion. T he choice of C  was observed to  greatly effect consistency in grid sm oothness 
and continuity. Nakahashi and Deiwert (1986) set C  proportional to the average 
of the  tension spring constants along a line. Davies and V enkatapathy (1989) 
assum ed th a t O  is proportional to  the  m axim um  u>, and the  local aspect ratio  of 
the  grid cell. This m ethod is adopted  in the present study with the  modification 
th a t C  is also assum ed proportional to  the length of the  torsion spring, \DA*\. As 
a result, r ( , is expressed in the following m anner.
T,i “  2\DA'\
The constant, A, is used as a user input to  control the am ount of torsion or 
‘rigidity’ the  system  possesses and is usually on the  order o f l 0 _ 1 t o l 0 -4 . A 
value of zero for A completely removes torsional dependence and allows grid points 
to  move w ithout influence from adjacent grid lines. The torsional reference line, 
D A \  is constructed in the  direction of the  torsional vector, t*, which, in the 
present work is taken to  be proportional to  the  orthogonal and straightness vectors 
(See Fig. 3.2). T he orthogonal vector, n ;, is defined as a  vector in the positive 
x -direction and represents the direction which the grid m ust take in order to 
m aintain a m odest degree of overall orthogonality. The straightness vector, s*,
a t the  point (», j  ) is the  average of two vectors. T he first of these vectors is 
established from  the point (*, j  — 2 ) to  the point ( i , j  — 1 ) and the  second is taken 
from  the point (»,j  — 1) to  the point The torsional vector, t , , is defined as
where Ct is a  user inpu t. A value of C\ close to  zero leads to a  m ore orthogonal
As noted earlier, the constants A  and B  used to com pute the weighting func­
tions defined by Eq. (3.2) were derived with the  ‘torsionless’ equations (Eq. 3.3). 
W ith the addition of the  torsion term s, the  com puted m inim um  and maximum 
grid spacing will be som ewhat altered and m ay not correspond to  the  requested 
A sm /at and A »m a x - To help alleviate th is problem  and provide for improved 
convergence, a  weighting of the form
is used instead of Eq. (3.2). W hen Eq. (3.4) is solved, each A i s  checked to
is used to  define u>t,. Although Eq. (3.5) does not guarantee th a t As,- will
grid while ( \  closer to  unity adds more straightness to  the  grid. The torsional 
reference line, DA* acts in the direction of the  torsional vector, t*.
uu = ( 1  + A / f ) w ti
see if it lies within the user requested lim its of A sm //v and A s m  a x - If so, the 
value of Wf, is set equal to  unity. If A s, is not within these limits, the  conditional 
operator
for As* < A s m i n  
for A Si > A s m a x
(3.5)
lie w ithin the user requested m axim um  and  m inim um  grid spaeings, its use is 
observed to  enhance the stability of the algorithm .
Special trea tm en t of weighting functions may be required a t the boundaries 
of th e  adaptation  dom ain, which can include all or be a  subset of th e  entire calcu­
lation dom ain. This task is accomplished by adjusting the  edge weighting function
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to  correspond with th e  desired edge spacing a t each iteration. If boundary spac­
ing exceeds a  specified boundary spacing, by a prescribed tolerance, the
weighting function a t the  edge is then  adjusted in the  following m anner.
P
W*A** =  x ; —
where P  is the  average product, tu; x As*, over the entire line, which is assumed 
constant. T he surrounding weighting functions are then  sm oothed to provide 
continuous spacing outw ard from the boundary of the  adap tation  dom ain.
3 .2  S e lec tio n  o f  W eigh tin g  F u n ction s
The selection of weighting functions and the  norm alized flow variable, / ,  used 
to  drive the  grid adaptation  is considered next. Ideally, it is desired to  minimize 
the  truncation  error and d istribu te  the  error uniformly over the  com putational 
dom ain. As noted before, although the truncation  error cannot be estim ated 
accurately, it is generally proportional to  (&s)nd n<f>/dsn , where n denotes the 
order of accuracy, and for simplicity in the  present work, it is set equal to w A s — 
(1 +  A.f)B A s, where /  is the  normalized weighting function.
As in m any of the  studies on solution-adaptive gridding, a  linear com bina­
tion of gradients and curvature of selected dependent a n d /o r  physical variables 
is used here as weighting functions. Finding a  flow-field variable which will con­
sistently represent solution error in all regions of the  solution dom ain is difficult, 
if not impossible. Some variables change very rapidly in certain regions, but re­
m ain fairly sm ooth in o ther regions where another variable could be undergoing 
severe change. In the  present study, an algorithm  is developed th a t au tom ati­
cally chooses which variables are to  represent the weighting function a t each grit! 
point location. The scheme com putes gradients a n d /o r  the  curvature of each user 
specified variable and then, after norm alizing each of these, chooses th e  largest in 
m agnitude to  represent the weighting function a t each point. This m ethod has
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proven superior to  conventional weighting function selection processes, especially 
where large changes in different dependent variables exist in different regions of 
the  flow.
T he norm alized variable, / , ,  a t a  cross-stream  location i and a t the current 
stream wise location is com puted as
/-    f t  f m i nt —
f m  i t  f mi n
where fi  is a  linear com bination of the  gradients and curvature of the  dependent 
flow variables, 0 *.
9 74>i/—(2 M 3 0
where
9<pi








for all specified ^ t ’s, (i.e., Mach num ber, pressure, density etc.). Hence, the 
gradients of all selected flow variables are com puted, and then the m axim um  is 
chosen to  represent /  a t each point along the  current adaptation  line. A similar 
procedure is done for the  curvatures if 0  is not equal to  zero. The constants 
o  and 0  are specified by the user. Later, in subsection 4.4, after solving a few 
problem s, we will retu rn  to  the  subject of weighting functions. The effects of 
gradient and curvature will be studied as applied to  an actual flow problem . The 
weighting function selection technique of th is section will also be com pared with 
other weighting function selection m ethods.
T he solution-grid adap tation  procedure is done in a two-step m anner. Once 
the adaptive grid solution has been obtained a t a  certain stream w ise location, the 
first step  in obtaining the solution a t the next stream wise location is to  project the 
just-ob tained  adap ted  grid dow nstream . An initial solution is then  obtained on 
th is grid. Based on this solution the  new grid is adap ted  and, in the  second step,
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a refined solution is re-coinputed. Once this is done, the calculation proceeds to 
the  next stream wise location, and the  two-step procedure is repeated.
3.3 G rid-Fit ting Algorithm
The present flow solver incorporates a  shock capturing  solution procedure 
for high Reynolds num ber external flow situations. At each m arching sta tion , 
to  successfully im plem ent farfield boundary conditions, a  grid plane m ust first be 
constructed  which extends a  sufficient distance into the  freestream . It would obvi­
ously be desirable to minimize the  num ber of grid points placed in the  freestream , 
keeping a  m axim um  num ber of points inside the  im portan t region of the  flow-field.
Shock-capturing m ethods are the  most widely used techniques for solving the 
inviscid equations containing shock waves. In this approach, th e  Euler equations 
are cast in strong conservation form  and any discontinuities are predicted as part 
of the  solution w ith no special trea tm en t required. Although the shock waves 
predicted by shock-capturing m ethods are sm eared over several mesh points, their 
simplicity usually outweighs the slight compromise in results com pared with the 
added complexities involved with shock-fitting schemes. A nother advantage of 
shock-capturing schemes over shock-fitting arises when complicated internal shock 
structu res exist. In this case, the  internal struc tu re  is predicted w ithout the 
special trea tm en t of each shock wave required by shock-fitting schemes. W ith 
shock-fitting m ethods the  shock is fitted as a boundary of the solution dom ain, 
and its position is com puted as part of the solution. The process of shock-fitting 
is a  m atte r of satisfying the  Rankine-Hugoniot equations while sim ultaneously 
requiring th a t the  solution on the dow nstream  side of the  shock be com patible 
w ith the rest of the flow-field.
Shock-capturing versus shock-fitting can be thought of as the  technique em ­
ployed to  trea t the farfield boundary of the  flow. In shock-capturing the  solu­
tion dom ain is extended a  sufficient distance away from  the solid boundary that
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freest ream  conditions are assured and can be applied to  the  farfield. W ith shock- 
fitting schemes the farfield or ou ter boundary of the flow is coincident with the 
outerm ost shock wave. T he Rankine-Hugoniot (R-H) relations can be applied 
across this boundary  with freestream  conditions as the  upstream  conditions. As 
noted before, the flow-field conditions dow nstream  of th e  shock m ust be kept 
com patible w ith dow nstream  shock conditions d ictated  by the  R-H relations. A 
result of the  shock-fitting m ethod is a shock wave th a t is indeed discontinuous 
at a  mesh interval. A nother advantage of the  shock-capturing m ethod over the 
shock-fitting technique is th a t no prior knowledge of initial shock position is re­
quired; however, ex tra  points m ust be added to  the flow-field to  insure th a t the 
farfield boundary completely encompasses the shock. These points are wasted 
insofar as useful flow-field inform ation is concerned, existing only for the purpose 
of applying th e  freestream  boundary conditions.
T he grid-fitting scheme introduced in th is section incorporates the reduced 
calculation dom ain inherent in shock-fitting schemes with the  relatively simple far­
field boundary condition of the shock-capturing m ethod. T he present grid-fit ting 
scheme locates the innerm ost bound of the freestream  conditions a t the current 
m arching sta tion  by scanning outw ard along the  m arching sta tion , com paring 
flow-field conditions at each point to freestream  conditions. The outerm ost grid 
line is then adjusted  to  a prescribed distance above th is newly defined freestream  
boundary, m inimizing the  cross-stream  calculation dom ain. The interior grid 
points are then  adapted  inside th is reduced dom ain.
This procedure can be sum m arized as follows. A prelim inary solution is first 
obtained on an initial grid a t the  current m arching station . A search of flow-field 
variables is then  perform ed outw ard from the solid boundary  to  find the  point 
where freestream  conditions are first encountered. T he outerm ost grid point is 
then placed a  small distance above this position (which is a prescribed percent
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of the  to ta l length of th e  grid line). It is in this m anner th a t the  geometrical 
boundary of the  solution dom ain is altered during the course of the  calculations, 
reducing the  num ber of unnecessary grid points present in the  freestream  and 
moving them  to  more im portan t regions of the flow-field. Next, the  interior grid 
points are re-distributed inside this reduced dom ain using the adaptive technique 
described in previous sections. A new, improved solution is then com puted on 
the  refined mesh. The refined mesh (including the  to ta l height) is then  projected 
dow nstream  to  the next m arching station  location and the  procedure is repeated. 
At each m arching station the  outerm ost grid boundary is m onitored, m aintaining 
a  m inim um  num ber of grid points outside the  shock wave.
A nother advantage of the grid-fitting procedure is th a t the resulting com pu­
tational grid becomes accurately aligned with the  flow-field. As the present grid 
adaptation  algorithm  evolves (in succeeding chapters) for application to complex 
three-dim ensional geometries, this additional advantage of the grid fitting concept 
will be further illustrated.
C H A PT ER  4
Two-Dimensional Applications
A variety of applications are presented which illustrates the  utility of the 
adaptive grid m ethods presented in the previous section. These applications in­
clude the hypersonic flow over a  15° compression surface, the  hypersonic flow 
through a cowl-type inlet configuration and the  inviscid axi sym m etric flow over a 
cone-cylinder geometry. T he first two applications represent problem s of general 




4.X H y p e rso n ic  C o m p ression  C orner
The first test case involves hypersonic lam inar flow over a  15° compression 
corner. Lawrence et al. (1984) have com puted num erical results for th is case. 
T his case has also been studied experim entally by Holden and Moselle (1969), 
and the resulting pressure and heat transfer m easurem ents are used here for 
com parison with present results. Figure 4.1 illustrates the  basic geom etry and
flow-field structure . T he 15° compression corner is sufficient to  produce a  strong
shock wave which in teracts with the  leading edge shock to  produce an interaction 
of the  type IV as classified by Edney (1968). T he flow rem ains a ttached  a t the 
base of the  ram p, thus m aking it an excellent simple case for dem onstrating the 
utility  of the  present solution-adaptive parabolized Navier-Stokes algorithm .
The flow conditions are given below.
M o o  = 14.1 t o o  -  72.2K  7  =  1.4
Rej = 1.04 x 105 Tw = 297A' P r  = 0.72
where Rej  is the freestream  Reynolds num ber based on the  distance, I =  ,4 3 9 m , 
from  the leading edge to  the  beginning of the ram p. The flow-field contains m ul­
tiple shock waves which require a  high degree of grid resolution to  be captured 
clearly. Mach num ber and pressure were selected as the (£*’s of Eq. (3.6) (k  — 2), 
and ci and (3 were set equal to  1 . 0  and 0.1, respectively. An initial plane was 
generated a t x  =  0.015m by exponentially stretching 45 grid points in the norm al 
direction. The solution process was started  a t this location from freestream  con­
ditions using a step size of 10~4 m . Grid adaptation  was in itiated  a t x = 0.05m 
where the m arching step size was increased to  1 0 “ 3 m. The m axim um  and m ini­
m um  allowable grid spacings, &«m a X and A s^f/jv , were chosen to  be 4.5 and 0.3 
tim es the  average upstream  grid spacing, respectively. T he torsional param eter, 
A, was set a t 5 x 10, ~ 5 and the orthogonality param eter, Ct,  was set to  Figure






Figure 4.1: Compression comer geometry.
Figure 4.2: Geometry and computational grids for hypersonic flow over a compres­
sion coiner for three test cases, (a) Without solution adaptive gridding, 
(b) with solution adaptive gridding and, (c) with adaptive gridding and 
grid-fitting. Every second grid line is shown in the normal direction 
for all three grids. All dimension are in meters.
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figure, every other grid line is prin ted  in the  norm al direction while every tenth  
grid line is shown in the  stream wise direction. Figure 4.2a shows the grid struc­
tu re  w ithout adaptive gridding. In Fig. 4.26 grid adap tation  is perform ed, bu t 
w ithout any grid-fitting. The outerm ost grid line of Fig. 4.2c was positioned using 
the grid-fitting algorithm  described earlier. G radients of density and stream wise 
velocity com ponent were used to  locate the  innerm ost bound for the  freestream  
conditions.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the region surrounding the  leading-edge-ram p shock 
interaction. All norm al lines are shown. For the adap ted  cases, point density 
has increased in the appropriate  regions to  resolve th e  shock waves. The grid- 
fitted  adap ted  ease shows increased grid point density in virtually all regions of 
the  flow. For this case increased grid clustering is evident around the  expansion 
fan em anating from the point of intersection of the two shock waves. In both 
adapted  cases, wall spacing was allowed to  decrease if necessary, but not allowed 
to  increase beyond 1 0 _4 m .
Figure 4,4 shows contours of constant pressure in th e  region of interest around 
the shock wave interaction. The adapted case shows increased shock wave reso­
lution over the  unadapted  case, even over the  unadapted  case employing twice as 
m any grid points. The pressure contour oscillations evident in the  ram p shock 
region of Fig, 4.4a are not present in Figs. 4.46 and 4.4rf due to  the  ability of 
the grid adaptation  scheme to  identify these high gradient regions and locally 
increase grid point density. A nother reason for the  absence of this waviness in the 
adap ted  cases is the improved alignm ent of the  grid with the shock waves. This 
alignm ent of the shocks with the com putational grid has a stabilizing effect on the 
PNS solver. The pressure contours of Fig. 4.4 clearly illustrate  the  intersection 
of the  bow shock with the  ram p shock. These features are  less clearly resolved for 
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Figure 43: Cotnpnttfiooal grids in the Tidnity of the shock interaction region. (a) A (c) Witfaoot 
grid adaptation, (b) with grid adaptation, (d) with grid adaptation and grid-fitting 
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Figure 4.4: Pressure ccotoun in the shock interaction region. (a) & (c) Without grid adaptation, 
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algorithm  developed in the  present work, appears to be optim al in term s of clearly 
resolving shock waves.
Contours of constant Macli num ber for each of th e  four cases are shown in Fig. 
4.5, further illustrating the  improvements obtainable with the  solution-adaptive 
algorithm . In addition to  the shock locations, the  contact surface em anating from 
the intersection point of the  shock waves is more clearly resolved for the adapted 
grid cases.
Pressure profiles a t x = 0.7m are shown in Fig. 4.6. The leading-edge shock 
is m arked by a slight compression, which is followed by a  sharp  compression due 
to  the ram p shock. Each grid point is m arked by a symbol on the  predicted 
profiles to show the m igration of points in to  the high gradient regions. Due to  the 
increased point density in these regions for the adap ted  case, the  corresponding 
pressure profiles show im provem ents in shock definition over th e  fixed grid cases, 
even when com pared with the fixed grid solution employing twice the num ber of 
grid points. T he grid-fit ted case also shows im provem ents over the adapted  case 
w ithout grid-fitting in the  leading-edge shock region.
In Figs. 4.7 and 4.8, wall pressure and heat transfer coefficient d istributions 
for adap ted  and unadapted  cases are com pared with the  experim ental results 
obtained by Holden and Moselle (1969) T he pressure coefficients of Fig. 4.7 were 
com puted in the  following m anner
Heat transfer coefficients are defined by
_  //u> sec0 d T
“  P rR e „  | ( 7 -  1 )M>, +  1 -  Tw fy,
where a  w subscript denotes values a t the wall and 0  is the  angle between the y- 
axis and a line norm al to  the  wall. T he present results show reasonable agreem ent
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Figure 4.5: Mach number cortoun in the shock intenction region. (a) & (c) Without grid adqttrion, 
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of heat transfer coefficients.
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with the  experim ental results, although bo th  pressure and heat transfer coefficient 
d istributions are slightly over-estim ated (Fig. 4.8). A slight improvement in 
pressure coefficient is noticed in the  region directly above the base of the ram p. 
This can possibly be a ttrib u ted  to  the  slight reduction in wall spacing which occurs 
in the adap ted  cases. As expected, both  pressure and  heat transfer coefficient 
d istributions for the unadapted  case employing 90 grid points lie between the 
adapted  cases and the  unadapted  case th a t employs only 45 grid points.
C om putational effort was m easured on a Cray Y -M P/832 com puter. The 
unadapted  case employing 45 grid points in the  norm al direction required 17.0 
seconds of CPU  tim e while the  adapted  cases required 36.4 seconds. T he un ­
adapted  case employing 90 grid points used 34.9 seconds of CPU  time. The use 
of the  grid-fitting algorithm  added no significant effort to  the com putations of 
the  solution-adapted case. The unadapted  case employing 90 grid points anti 
the  adap ted  case employing 45 points used approxim ately the same CPU time; 
however, shock wave resolution is significantly be tter for the  adap ted  cases.
4 .2  H y p erso n ic  In le t
A planar, cowl-type inlet geom etry was studied to  further exam ine perfor­
m ance of the  grid adap tation  procedure. This geom etry (Fig. 4.9) is composed of 
two compression surfaces followed by a  narrow  inlet channel. The in viscid flow- 
field consists of two shock waves which impinge on the cowl surface a t a common 
point.
T he resulting solution-adapted grid is illustrated in Fig. 4.10. T he cowl- 
surface begins a t x = 0.9m (Grid points in the  freestream , upstream  of this 
x-location in Fig. 4.10, have been om itted). Since th is case represents an in­
ternal flow, the  ou ter grid-line adjustm ent technique is not appropria te  and was 
not employed here. This case was chosen to  illustra te  the  ability of the present 
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Figure 4.9: Hypersonic inlet geometry.
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T he freestream  conditions are
Moo =  6.5 -  702A' 7 =  1 4
Rej  =  2 x 10* Tw -  1210K  P r  = 0.72
W here t = lm  is the distance to  the  dow nstream  end of the second compression 
surface. No-slip boundary conditions were applied along the entire upper wall 
while, a t the lower boundary, freestream  conditions were applied on the forebody 
(i.e., upstream  of the  inlet plane located a t x  =  0.9m ). At the  inlet face, no-
slip conditions were introduced. The grid consists of 80 grid points clustered at
bo th  upper and lower flow-field boundaries using a hyperbolic tangent stretching 
function [Thompson et al., 1985b]. In order to  provide grid continuity at the inlet 
plane, grid stretching was extended the entire length of the geom etry; however, 
to  clarify the  inlet plane location, only 60 grid points are shown on the forebody 
in Fig. 4.10.
Solution-adaptive gridding was initiated a t r  =  0.04m. On the  forebody 
the  adap tation  dom ain consisted of the 60 points nearest the upper wall. At 
th e  inlet face location (x =  0.9m) no-slip boundary conditions were introduced 
a t the  cowl lip and the adap tation  dom ain was extended to include the entire 
calculation dom ain. This procedure m aintained a sufficient grid clustering a t the 
lower boundary to  resolve the viscous effects present at the  cowl lip. The enlarged 
region of Fig. 4.10 shows the grid surrounding the shock wave interaction at 
x as 1.0m.
T he pressure field in the  region directly dow nstream  of the inlet plane is 
shown in Fig. 4.11 for both unadapted  and adapted  cases. The two shocks ran 
be clearly seen impinging on the  boundary layer which is developing on the  cowl 
surface. These two shock waves penetrate  the  lip shock, deflecting it downward 
slightly, and then  meet at the  wall where they reflect as a single, stronger shock. 
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Figure 4.11: Comparison o f computed presssure contours. Planar inlet 
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Figure 4.12: Pressure profiles (x= 0.9m).
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again at * =  1.15m, and  then is deflected by the expansion fan formed by th e  top 
of the compression surface. These characteristics are m uch m ore clearly defined 
in the adap ted  case (Fig. 4.116).
Static  pressure profiles at * =  0.9m are shown in Fig. 4.12. Both adapted 
and fixed grid solutions are com pared with in viscid, oblique-shock theory. The 
two shock waves which cross th is r-location  are difficult to  distinguish from one 
another for the fixed grid case. The shape of th e  pressure profile for the adapted 
case agrees well with the  shape of the  inviscid-theory curve in th a t both shock 
waves are clearly defined. To verify th a t the upw ard shift in profiles for the com ­
pu tational results is a ttribu ted  to  viscous effects, an inviscid fixed-grid solution 
was com puted. A com parison of these results clearly shows th a t the discrepancy 
between the  viscous num erical solution and th a t of inviscid theory is due primarily 
to  viscous effects and is not the result of num erical error.
4 .3  C on e-cyU n der
The final test case involves supersonic flow over a  cone-cylinder arrangem ent. 
This test case is related to  the study of sonic boom  predictions. In sonic boom 
predictions it is desirable to  predict the far-field pressure impulse caused by a 
moving shock wave. It is often difficult to  obtain  a satisfactory grid for this type 
of problem  because the  prim ary region of interest is a  great distance from the 
body, m aking the  solution dom ain very large. Conventional grid point clustering 
in the  far-field is often not possible w ithout over-populating o ther less im portant 
regions of the  flow-field, resulting in wasted tim e and effort. Thus, the  use of an 
adaptive grid scheme for this case is virtually im perative for obtaining an accurate 
solution.
For the  present study, the geom etry (Fig. 4.13) consists of a  3.24° half-angle 
cone joined by a slender cylinder. T he flow is axisym m etric and calculations 























Figure 4.14: Adapted grid for cone-cylinder.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of pressure signatures.
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num ber of 1.68. For the  solution-adaptive case, 100 points were used norm al to  the 
body. A conical step-back procedure was s ta rted  from freest ream  conditions at 
x  =  .01 in  until a  satisfactory conical sta rting  solution was obtained. The solution 
proceeded from the sta rting  plane to  a  distance of 130 inches dow nstream . This 
x-distance corresponds to  the distance where the  bow shock is a t an altitude of 
10 cone lengths above the  body axis.
In addition to the  bow shock, the flow-field features include a strong over­
expansion a t th e  base of the  cone followed by a recompression wave. These fea­
tu res are reflected in th e  resulting adapted  grid of Fig. 4.14. In th is figure, every 
o ther grid line is shown in the radial direction. Figure 4.15 com pares experim ental 
pressure m easurem ents a t an altitude of 10 cone lengths with com puted results 
using both  adap ted  and fixed grids. The adap ted  case using 100 points is seen to 
be superior to  even the  finest unadapted  case. This clearly illustrates the benefit 
of an adapted  grid scheme for use with sonic boom  calculations where the far-field 
flow struc tu re  is of m ajor im portance. The fixed grid case using 340 grid points 
required 22.5 m inutes of CPU while the adap ted  case employing 100 grid points 
required 15 m inutes.
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4 ,4  C o m p a riso n  o f  C o m p u ta tio n a l E ffort
A sum m ary of com putational effort for each test case is given in Table 4.1. 
All com putations presented here where perform ed on a Cray Y -M P/832, and CPU 
tim es are m easured in seconds.
J^bje_4Jt: C om putational effort.
CASE GRID # P T S CPU
Compression Fixed 90 35
corner Fixed 45 17
A dapted 45 36
Inlet Fixed 80 170
A dapted 80 345
Cone- Fixed 340 1320
cylinder A dapted 100 880
4 .6  W eig h tin g  F u n ctio n  C om p a rison s
The prim ary focus of this subsection is to  study th e  weighting function se­
lection procedure presented in subsection 3.2 and com pare results obtained using 
th is technique with o ther common weighting function selection m ethods. A pop­
ular choice for a m easure of the  solution error is the  gradient or curvature of a 
selected dependent flow variable or a  Unear com bination thereof. In this subsec­
tion, com parisons will also be m ade on the effect of the choice of flow-field variable 
gradient a n d /o r  curvature used to  represent the  weighting functions.
For m any problem s in fluid flow, one dependent variable may be changing 
rapidly in certain  regions of the  flow-field, while in ano ther region, a different 
dependent variable may undergo large changes. T hus, the choice of a  single 
dependent flow variable th a t provides a sufficient representation of the solution 
error in all regions of the  flow-field becomes a difficult task. A choice of pressure 
or density as the error estim ator wiU adequately represent shock waves but will 
overlook any existing shear layers or contact surfaces.
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T he flow property, / ,  described in the  last chapter, represents the solution 
error along the  current adap tation  line. T he function of Eq. (3.2) is to  relate 
the  m axim um  and m inim um  grid spacings to  user-requested values as well as 
to  provide additional sm oothing. Ideally, it is desired to  minimize the  truncation  
error and d istribu te  the  error uniform ly over the  com putational dom ain. Although 
the  truncation  error cannot be estim ated accurately, it is generally proportional 
to  (A s )nd n<f>/d*n i where n  denotes the  order of accuracy.
Method I : The first m ethod is probably the  m ost commonly used representation 
of weighting functions and involves a linear com bination of the gradient and the 
curvature of a single dependent flow variable such as pressure or density. This 
com bination can be expressed as
where a  and ft are user specified, <jt is the flow variable and » denotes differentiation 
along the com putational coordinate line.
Method / / : The next m ethod is sim ilar to the  first in th a t  a  linear com bination of 
gradients and curvature of a  selected flow-field variable is used for representation 
of the weighting functions. However, additional dependent flow variables can be 
added in the  following m anner
Method I I I \ As in m any of the  studies on solution adaptive gridding, a  linear 
com bination of gradients and curvature of selected dependent a n d /o r  physical 
variables is used here as weighting functions. Finding a  flow-field variable which 
will consistently represent solution error in all regions of the solution dom ain is
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difficult, if not impossible. As noted earlier, some variables change very rapidly in 
certain  regions bu t rem ain fairly sm ooth in o ther regions where another variable 
could be undergoing severe change. In the  present study, an algorithm  is devel­
oped th a t autom atically  chooses which variables are to  represent the  weighting 
function a t each grid point location. T he scheme com putes gradients a n d /o r  cur­
vature of each user-specified variable and then , after norm alizing each of these, 
chooses the  largest in m agnitude to  represent the  weighting function a t each point. 
T his m ethod has proven superior to  conventional weighting function selection pro­
cesses, especially where large changes in one dependent variable exist in certain 
regions of the  flow, bu t for another variable these large changes exist in different 
regions.
As presented in section 3.2, / ,  is defined by Eq. (4.1) above. However, unlike 
m ethod I, th e  gradients and curvatures are chosen from those of a  num ber of 
selected variables in the  following m anner.
d<t> dif>k d 2 4> d 2 4>k
ds ~ da * a i -  m.RX j OS2  k da2
for all specified <f>k's, i.e. Mach num ber, pressure, density etc.
For each of the above m ethods studied in this section, the  values of /  are 
first normalized by
h  = / ’ ~ / 7 "  (4.4)
/ m a s  / m m
T he weighting functions are then com puted using Eq, (3.2), re-w ritten here for 
convenience.
Wi = \ + A f ?  (4.5)
T he hypersonic compression corner flow of subsection 4.1 is now used to com pare 
the  above th ree  choices of weighting function. T he flow-field conditions are iden­
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Figure 4.16: Comparison o f weighting functions for compression ramp test case. 
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are the  flow-field variables considered in m ethods II and III above. M ethod I is 
perform ed using Mach num ber and pressure separately. In Pig. 4.16, these four 
cases are  com pared fur three difFerent com binations of a  and 0.  In the  left side of 
Fig. 4.16, the  quantity  /  of Gq. (4.4) is p lo tted  versus distance from  the surface 
of the  ram p a t an  a*-location of 0.7m . The corresponding weighting function, w,,  
given by Eq. (4.5) is plotted on the right side. This x-location corresponds to  a 
location directly upstream  of the shock interaction region.
At the  top of each graph  of of the  weighting function of Fig. 4.16 the resulting 
grid point d istributions for each case are illustrated , each tic m ark  denoting the 
position of a  grid point along the resulting adapted  grid line. The large spike or 
each graph indicates the  position of the ram p  shock, while the  smaller peak to 
the right indicates the  position of the  leading edge shock. T he peak to the  left 
(near the wall) in the  graphs of /  is due to  th e  presence of th e  boundary layer. 
Note th a t this feature is not as apparen t in th e  curve of m ethod I using pressure 
only. However, this feature shows up well in the  curve of m ethod I using Mach 
num ber only. The curve of m ethod III possesses the largest changes in weighting 
function m agnitude along the overall distribution. Near the wall, the  weighting 
function selection procedure of m ethod  III appears to  be choosing Mach num ber 
to  represent / ,  while the  procedure of m ethod II uses an average of both Mach 
num ber and pressure.
T he spike a t the  wall in the  graphs of th e  weighting function (left side), is 
not strongly evident in the  graphs of / .  T his spike in the weighting function, 
which is of the  sam e m agnitude for all 12 cases, is due to  m odification procedure 
by the  adaptive grid algorithm  near the wall in order to  m eet the  user-requested 
wall spacing. This process was described in C hapter 3. Note how the weighting 
function as defined in Eq. (4.5) has an amplifying effect on the  solution error 
distribution.
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In Figs. 4.16a the m agnitudes of /  and  w are com puted using curvature 
only. Figs. 4.16c show th e  resulting d istributions of /  and  u> using only flow-field 
gradient, while Figs. 4.166 show distributions resulting from equal consideration 
of flow-field gradient and curvature. As expected, the  use of curvature produces 
a  sm oothing effect on overall solution error d istributions. Peaks are wider when 
defined using curvature, resulting in slightly thicker grid point clustering regions 
(note the  top  of the  graphs of the  weighting function).
In com paring the  grid point d istributions, shown a t the top  of the figures, 
it is easily seen th a t th e  ram p shock is always well resolved. T he near wall 
viscous region is also well resolved in view of the  user-specified near wall spacing 
requirem ent. However, differences in the resolution near the  boundary  layer edge 
are evident in the different weighting function selection techniques. M ethod 1, 
with M ach num ber as the  variable used for adap ta tion , and  M ethod III, which is 
the practice adopted in th is work, show the best resolution in the  boundary layer 
region. M ethod I has the  disadvantage th a t the  user cannot specify the  variable of 
adap ta tion , and in m any applications it is difficult to  determ ine, a priori, which 
variable is the  im portan t one in a given region. M ethod III removes this drawback 
and the need for an a priori selection of the  adap tation  variable of interest. Due 
to  these advantages of m ethod III, it has been adopted in the present work.
C H A P T E R  5
T hree-D im ensional A daptive G rid  P ro ced u re
This section presents the extension of the  two-dimensional line-by-line 
solution-adaptive technique described in the  previous section to  a plane-by-plane 
grid adap tation  procedure for three-dim ensional spatially parabolic flows. The 
three-dim ensional solution-adaptive m arching procedure begins by first obtaining 
a prelim inary solution a t the  current m arching sta tion . Based on this prelim inary 
solution, high-error estim ate regions are first identified. Next, the  grid surface at 
this m arching station  is adapted  in both  cross-flow directions, re-clustering grid 
points into the  high-error regions. The PNS solver then  re-steps over the refined 
grid at this m arching station  to  obtain  an improved solution for the  flow-field. 
The adapted  grid is then projected dow nstream  to  the next m arching sta tion , and 




B .l T h ree -D im en sio n a l M eth o d o lo g y
As described earlier for the two-dimensional m ethod of C hap ter 3, the  three- 
dim ensional grid point re-distribution process is broken into a sequence of uni­
directional adap tations along each fixed coordinate line. However, for extension 
to  a three-dim ensional spatially parabolic flow, grid adap tation  m ust occur in 
bo th  cross-flow directions. This is done by re-distributing grid points along each 
coordinate line in each of the  two cross-flow directions. If this adaptation  process 
is to  be successful, additional inform ation m ust be included in the  grid ad ap ta ­
tion equations in order to  m aintain  a  sufficient degree of grid orthogonality and 
sm oothness in the additional cross-flow direction.
For each grid point along the  current adap tation  line, the three-dim ensional 
grid adap tation  process includes the  modification of Eq. (3.4) to  include a to r­
sional dependence from  two different directions. One torsion spring extends from 
the adjacent coordinate line directly upstream  of the current adap tation  line in the 
sam e m anner as for the  two-dimensional technique, and the  other torsional influ­
ence is projected from the neighboring grid point in the  cross-flow direction (See 
Fig. 5.1). To distinguish between the two, an  ‘s ’ subscript denotes streamwise 
torsional quantities while a ‘c’ subscript will denote quantities involving cross-flow 
torsional dependence.
Using the above described notation and perform ing a force balance along a 
constant £-line on the  resulting system  of tensional and  torsional springs about 
the  point t, j  in Fig. 5.1, the  following system  of equations is obtained ,
«’i(«i+i -  *;) -  -  S i - i ) -  ~ K d K i  ~  0 (S-1)
where is th e  length of the  current adap tation  line up to  the point i^j  in Fig. 
5.1, and A',,' and A'ci are proportionality  constants. T he torsion angles, $t i and 
0,.;, can be approxim ated using the  notation of Fig. 5.1 as Bti ^  (s; — a*ai) / \E C \
u \ i L




and 9ci ss; (s; — 3,ci) / \D B \ .  The quantity  s ' ;  is defined as the to ta l length of the 
coordinate line up to  the  location of its intersection w ith the  stream wise torsion 
vector, t , ; .  This point corresponds to  point C  in Fig. 5.1. The quantity  
is defined similarly and is the corresponding intersection point of the cross-flow 
torsion vector, t c;, with the curren t adaptation  fine and  is denoted in Fig. 5.1 
by the point B .  Substitu tion of these expressions for 0 ,; and 0C; into Eq. (5.1), 
rearranging and defining r Jt =  K , i f \ E C \  and rci =  K t.i / \D B \ ,  the following linear 
system  is obtained:
u q - i J j - i  -  (tt 'i- i + Wi -I- r ti +  r,.;)s; +  u q s j + i = + t cIs ' ; )  (5.2)
5 .2  C a lc u la t io n  o f  T o rs io n a l  P a r a m e te r s
Equation (5.2) indicates th a t as the term s r ( j and r c; become large, the 
equilibrium  position of the tth  point approaches the position corresponding to  a 
weighted average of s ' ; and s ' ;. These two quantities represent the  equilibrium 
positions of the  individual torsional springs projecting from  neighboring grid fines, 
denoted by the  vectors t <( and t c;, respectively, in Fig. 5.1. T hus, if r„; =  r r , 
and  both are much larger than  the  rem aining term s of Eq. (5.2), the  resulting 
solution to  Eq. (5.2) becomes
*i = +  »U)
Consequently, values of s ' ;  and s ';  much different from s;, the initial grid point 
positions, can result in excessive movement of grid points, even w ithout any in­
pu t from the error m easure. In the present work, to  prevent excessive skewing, 
large changes in the grid point positions are not desired since a new solution is 
obtained on the  updated  grid surface im m ediately after grid adap tation . Initially, 
before adaptation  and during the  prelim inary solution process, the  downstream  
side of the com putational slab a t the  n th  or current m arching sta tion  is simply a
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proportioned duplicate of the upstream  side. After ad ap ta tio n , these two sides of 
the  com putational slab should not differ too severely from  each o ther to  perm it 
an  improved solution during the  re-m arching step of the  solution-adaptive proce­
dure. If excessive skewing occurs the  solution process becomes unstable. W hat 
is desired is th a t for even large values of r , ;  and t c ,, the  grid continually retains 
the  sm oothness necessary fur the  solution on the adap ted  grid. Previous work 
using the curren t grid adap tation  m ethod have not reported the stability and 
accuracy link between the  grid skewness and the  solution on the adapted  grid. 
In order to  achieve the precise and bounded movement required in the present 
solution-adaptive scheme, the values of s ' ; and , m ust rem ain close to the pre­
lim inary grid point positions, s*, and, a t the  sam e tim e, the  values of rti and rr , 
of Eq. (5.2) m ust be chosen so as to  hold the  grid close to  these locations. Only 
a  small range of the torsion term s will accomplish the  la tte r part of this task. 
Values of r ai and r c, th a t are too large will sm other the  effect of the  weighting 
functions, causing the grid to  move independent of the  solution, while values too 
sm all perm it excessive movem ent. Davies et al. (1989) assum ed the  constants 
K mi and K ci of Eq. (5.1) to  be a  function of the  m axim um  weighting function 
and the  grid cell face aspect ratio. This procedure was adopted in C hapter 3. 
However, in some rases, the cell face aspect ratio  can vary by several orders of 
m agnitude and, as a result of this, can produce unpredictable variations in the 
torsion term s. Djomehri and Deiwert (1988) assum ed th a t the torsion term s are 
proportional to  an average value of the  weighting functions along the  adap tation  
line. Using th is assum ption the resulting values of the  torsion term s were found 
to  vary inconsistently from the rem aining term s of Eq. (5.1) a t each point.
In the present work, a  som ewhat different approach is adopted. F irst, to 
m ake all the  term s of Eq. (5.2) equal in m agnitude at each point along the 
adap tation  line, a  stiffness param eter, ft,-, is defined in the  following m anner:
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O; -  A(u>i_i +  «>()<**
where A is a  user-defined stiffness ‘safety-factor* and is generally given num eri­
cal values close to  unity, and d* =  c t i /a min is the aspect ratio  of the grid cell 
norm alized with respect to  the m inim um  cell aspect ratio. Each aspect ratio  is 
com puted using the notation of Fig. 5.1 as follows:
* “  \DB\
T he value of flj is then  divided into stream  wise and cross-flow com ponents ac­
cording to  the  lengths of the  stream  wise and cross-flow torsion springs, |£ C | and 
|D B |, respectively.
o  A- - _ H L L _ o
•* \E C\ +\D B\  ' cl \EC\ + \DB\ ‘
Substitu ting  these expressions for the  proportionality  constants, K t i and Ac;, into 
th e  definitions for r jl and r c, given above, the  following expressions are obtained:
\DB\ n, \EC\ n,
T'* \ E C \ + \ D B \ \ E C \  c' \EC\ + \DB\\DB\  V' " ]
T he use of Eqs. (5.3) in (5.2) ensures th a t all term s of Eq. (5.2) are of the 
sam e m agnitude for all points along the line. W hen the  length of the  stream wise 
torsion spring, |-£?C|, is equal to  the  length of the  cross-flow torsion spring, \DB\, 
then the torsional influence is d istribu ted  in the  two directions equally and, as 
a  result, equal consideration is given to  bo th  equilibrium  positions, s'#l and 
W hen the two springs are of unequal length (i.e. one grid line is closer to  the 
cu rren t adap tation  line than  the o ther), more torsional dependence develops from 
the closer of the  two neighboring grid lines. A nother advantage of defining the 
torsion term s in this m anner is th a t a  single param eter, A, is involved. O ther 
form ulations of the torsion term s investigated by the present au tho r required the
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introduction of torsion param eters in each of the  two directions. As a  result, two 
param eters were required, both  of which exhibited a strong dependence on the 
relative grid scales.
T he two term s on the  right side of Eq. (5.2) represent torsional forces acting 
on the ith  grid point from  the streainwise and cross-flow directions, respectively. 
In the  absence of these term s, Eq. (5.2) is simply a  sta tem ent of solution error 
equi-distribution along a coordinate line, and  the resulting grid point d istribu­
tion, satisfies Eq. (3.1) (w jA si =  constant). T he addition of the  torsional 
force term s modifies th is equi-distribution concept bu t provides a  means of re­
lating adjacent grid lines in order to  m aintain a  user-requested degree of grid 
orthogonality and straightness. Quite often the direction of these two forces can 
d icta te  opposing grid point m otion. For complex problem s, this behavior has been 
observed to  introduce undesirable irregularities in the  adap ted  grid. However, for 
relatively simple geometries the above form ulation was found to  produce satisfac­
tory results. In later chapters, more complex geom etries will be considered, and 
this problem  will be addressed further.
A problem  in the above form ulation for the  torsional influence arises when 
adap ting  the  first grid-line of each cross-flow plane. This grid-line does not have 
a  cross-flow neighbor. One m ethod of resolving this problem  is to  tem porarily 
set the  torsional dependence in the cross-flow direction to  zero when adapting  
the  first line a t each m arching station . This procedure was found to  introduce 
grid irregularities along the  boundaries. A nother m ethod  which is used in the 
present work and provides increased grid continuity th roughout the grid is to 
in troduce a fictitious grid line outside the com putational dom ain and adjacent to 
the  boundary  line of interest. This fictitious grid line is assum ed to  be identical 
to  the  first interior grid line and provides a  m eans of cross-flow support to  the 
grid points when adapting  the first line.
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5 .3  D e te r m in a t io n  o f  R e fe re n c e  L o c a tio n s
A m ethod of selecting s 'j  and sj.; is now presented which prevents these 
quantities from  varying significantly from the initial grid point positions, so 
th a t  grid skewness is prevented using the values of rai and t c, form ulated above. 
These quantities are selected in a  m anner so as to preserve the inform ation th a t 
s , i  and s'* should contain concerning the direction in which the grid should move. 
If the *th torsion vectors, t , j  and t c;, are allowed to cross the curren t adaptation  
line a t positions greater than  the point i +  l , j ,  n or less than  i — 1, j , n  of Fig. 5.1, 
then , for sufficiently high values of t , ,  and r cj, the  grid can becom e d istorted  to  the 
extent th a t the second solution step becomes unstable. The quantities s ' , and sj., 
should represent the positions the ttli grid point m ust take in order th a t the grid 
acquire the  desired am ounts of straightness and orthogonality in the  stream wise 
and cross-flow directions. To provide a  more useful solution-adaptive scheme, grid 
point m otion m ust be fu rther lim ited, allowing only increm ental movement at each 
m arclung sta tion  and not perm itting  straightness and orthogonality constraints 
to  be satisfied too rapidly.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the construction of the  torsion vector, t ,  a t two arb i­
tra ry  grid locations. Since the construction for both  stream wise and cross-flow 
contributions is sim ilar, Fig. 5.2 may be assum ed to represent either. The vector 
n  represents local grid orthogonality while 8 is a  m easure of local grid straight ness. 
T he cross-flow torsion vector, t cj, is then defined as
t e, =  C cBci + (1 -  r ’cjn,.; (5.4)
In Eq. (5.4) the  vector n ci represents local grid orthogonality and is com puted as 
an average of the norm al to  the current grid line and the  norm al to  the  adjacent 
grid line in the  cross-flow direction. The vector 8C, is a  m easure of local grid 




Figure 5.2: Torsion vector geometry.
t , j  — l , n  (poin t D  of Fig. 5.3). The constant C c can range from sero to  unity 
and represents the proportion of grid orthogonality to  straightness restrictions 
imposed on the  equilibrium  position of the  torsional springs in the  cross-flow 
direction. A value close to  zero enforces m ore orthogonality while values closer 
to  unity  provide m ore grid straightness. As before, the  c-subscript of Eq. (5.4) 
denotes cross-flow quantities. The straightness vector m the stream wise direction, 
s , i ,  is com puted as the  vector from the point i , j , n  — 2 to  the point i , j , n  — 1 
of Fig. 5.3 and is used in a sim ilar form ulation for t , , ,  the  stream wise torsion 
vector.
T he Jbth torsion vector in the  upper portion of Fig. 5.2 crosses the current 
adap tation  line inside the  Jfeth grid cell (i.e. between s* and s*+ i). Thus for a 
sufficiently large value of the  torsion term s of Eq. (5.2) the  point s*. will move, 
a t m ost, to  the  point where t* crosses the the current adap tation  line. The pth 
torsion vector shown in the lower part of this figure crosses the current adaptation  
line outside the p th  grid cell and, if the  surrounding torsion vectors are not p rop­
erly positioned, a  situation arises whereby grid lines can either become severely 
skewed or can even cross one-another. To rem edy th is, each torsion vector, t , is 
lim ited so th a t its intersection point is within |A s ;  of s* (or |A s ^ _ i ,  depending 
on which side of the *th point t ,  crosses). This imposes further lim itations on 
grid point m otion, and a  greater range of values for r $ i and t c , exists for which 
the  re-m arching step of the  solution-adaptive scheme rem ains stable.
T here is no guarantee th a t t ( , will intersect the current adap tation  line at 
all and , in general, rarely does. To illustrate  this point the grid topology in 
Fig. 5.1 has been ro tated  by 90,° and the resulting new view point is displayed 
in Fig. 5.3. To assign an approxim ate value to  s ',,, the  vector t , ,  is projected 
onto the curren t adaptation  line In a  m anner which will preserve the  inform ation 
concerning grid characteristics supplied by the  values of s ' , and s ' T h e  shaded
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plane of Fig. 5.3 is th e  plane containing the  torsion vector, t t i, and a  vector 
denoted as p  which is taken as the  norm al to  I,* and  f*, a  unit vector in the 
direction of the  current line segm ent. T he index k  denotes either * or * — 1, 
depending on w hether t f , subtends above or below, respectively of the  tth  point 
along the curren t adaptation  line (point A  of Fig. 5.3). T he point C  is then found 
to  be the point where f* intersects the  plane of t,*  and p . As m entioned above, 
the  distance \AC\  is lim ited to  a  m axim um  value of £Aa*, and if it exceeds this 
value, it is reset to  ^A s*.
For the present work, a  constant (-surface corresponds to  a constant x-plane 
in physical space, which is p lanar and the line segm ents |D i? | and \ A B \  are easily 
found from the sim ultaneous solution of the  y- and z - com ponents of the  following 
vector equation:
|D J?|tf , =  D A  +  |A B |r fc
where D A  is a  vector from  point D  to  point A  of Fig. 5.3, t,.* and r* are unit 
vectors in the  indicated directions and , as before, the  index k  denotes i or i -  1, 
depending on w hether t^i crosses above or below the tth  point. In general, the 
p lanar assum ption is not required, and if not present, a  three-dim ensional analysis 
sim ilar to th a t described above for evaluating t , , would be needed to  evaluate the 
intersection point of t fl and r T o  fu rther lim it point movement and increase 
the  stability  of the improved solution step for a  wider range of rci , the distance 
\AB\  of Fig. 5.3 is also limited to  £ As*.
Once the points B  and C  of Fig. 5.3 are  located, a ' ; and  a ' * arp com puted 
as the  arclength of the adaptation  line up to  these points. These values of 
and a ' j  provide Eq. (5.2) with an additional force acting on the  grid points, 
pulling them  in the  direction they m ust move in order th a t grid straightness and 
orthogonality requirem ents be satisfied. Equation (5.2) is tri-diagonal and can 
then be easily solved for Si, the  final grid point positions. This is done in an
e
Figure 3.3: Determination o f torsion vector locations.
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iterative m anner, interpolating the  weighting functions a t each iteration until the 
grid becomes stationary.
ft.4 A d a p ta tio n  B o u n d a ries
T he adaptation  dom ain can include all or be a  subset of the entire solution 
dom ain. Special procedures are necessary a t the boundaries of the adaptation  
dom ain so as to  allow a sm ooth transition  of the  grid into the  adaptation  dom ain. 
At each adap tation  line a  specified edge spacing, A i s  defined as either a 
required wall spacing if the  adap tation  dom ain is adjacent to a solid boundary or 
as the  grid spacing im m ediately outside the  adap tation  dom ain if it is a  subset 
of the  entire dom ain. Once A Sedge is specified, a few simple modifications to Eq.
(5.2) are im posed to ensure th a t the resulting edge spacing m eets this requirem ent. 
F irst, V, i and , the  equilibrium  positions of the  torsion springs at the  boundary 
are reset to  A at dg*. The stiffness factor, A, is increased slightly in this region 
to  hold the  points a t these positions. To provide a  sm ooth transition a t the 
boundary the  differences, — A s tdge and — A a r e  then distributed 
into the adap tation  dom ain by adjusting and s ' , ,  respectively, in a m anner 
so as to  ensure th a t they rem ain monotonically increasing. A problem  with this 
edge trea tm en t of the  grid reference position is th a t it does not preserve grid 
sm oothness. A m ethod of adjusting the surrounding reference positions so th a t 
the resulting d istribution  is m onotonic and sm ooth is very difficult.
A nother m ethod of resolving spacing discontinuities a t the boundaries of the 
adap tation  dom ain, which has been found to  provide improved results over those 
obtained by tapering with the grid reference positions, is to  ad just the  weighting 
functions in th is region. Since the  product u^A s; is assum ed constant along the 
grid line, the  edge weighting function, u’i , is redefined as w t = P / A s , ^ ,  where 
P  is an average product tt’jA sj over the grid line. The surrounding weighting 
functions are then ad justed  to provide a sm ooth transition. To m ake this change
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effect the grid spacing, the  torsional param eters, A, should then be reduced slightly 
near the boundary.
5 .5  A lg o r ith m ic  P ro ced u re
T he following is a  brief sum m ary outlining the procedures necessary for the 
im plem entation of the  above-described solution-adaptive m arching algorithm .
•  An initial solution is obtained a t the  current m arching station using the 
Parabolized Navier-Stokes solver.
•  For each coordinate line in a cross-flow direction:
o T he norm alized flow property, / ,  is com puted from selected flow-field 
variables predicted by the  prelim inary solution step using Eq. (3.6). 
o An iterative procedure is perform ed to  determ ine the constant B  of Eq.
(3.2). At each iteration , Eq (3.2) is used with the current value of B  
to  com pute the weighting functions. Equation (3.3) is then used to  de­
term ine the m inim um  grid spacing. T he iteration  procedure term inates 
when a value of B  is found which gives a com puted m inim um  grid equal 
to  the  specified m inim um  grid spacing, A smi„ (See Appendix D). 
o From the geom etry of Fig. 5.3, the torsion vectors, t c,- and t,,- are 
com puted.
o The point of intersection of these torsion vectors with the  current adap ­
tation  line is found, 
o Equation (5.2) is solved for the new arc lengths, using an iterative 
procedure. At each iteration , the adap tation  boundary procedures are 
applied as described in the previous section and weighting functions 
are interpolated to  new grid point positions. This iterative procedure 
term inates when the grid becomes sta tionary  
o The final grid point positions are interpolated from old values.
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•  T he above steps are  repeated for all coordinate lines in the opposite cross-flow 
direction.
•  After all coordinate lines have been adap ted  in bo th  cross-flow directions, an 
im proved solution is obtained on the resulting refined mesh.
•  T he refined mesh is proportioned dow nstream  a t the  next m arching station 
which is used as an  initial grid in perform ing the first step above.
C H A P T E R  6
T hree-D im ensional A pplications: Flow O ver Cones
T he three-dim ensional adaptation  m ethods of the last section are employed in 
this section for the  hypersonic flow over a yawed right-circular cone. The flow-Held 
is com puted a t several angles of yaw using both the solution-adaptive algorithm  
and th e  conventional fixed grid approach. Resulting grids and predicted results 
are com pared to  dem onstrate  th e  perform ance of the present algorithm .
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6 .1  R ig h t-C ircu la r  C on e a t In cid en ce
T he three-dim ensional solution-adaptive PNS algorithm  is tested  on the hy­
personic flow over a 10° right-circular cone a t varying angles of incidence, a .
T he flow-fleld conditions were chosen to m atch  those of the  experim ental study
conducted by Tracy (1963). These conditions are:
Moc =  7.95 Too =  5 5.4 A' 7  =  1-4
Rej = 4.14 x 105 f «, =  309.8A P r  =  0.72
where I — .1016m is the to ta l length of the  cone (4 inches). Figure 6.1 illustrates 
a  typical inviscid flow structu re  for the hypersonic flow over a cone at angle of 
incidence. Results have been obtained for the  flow over a  circular cone at angles of 
incidence, a  of 8°, 16° and 24° using both  solution-adaptive and fixed grids. For 
each of these cases, a conical starting  solution was obtained at r  =  0.002m by em ­
ploying a  stepback procedure and using a  fixed conical grid. The conical stepback 
procedure involves perform ing an iterative solution procedure on a conical com pu­
tational slab assum ing constant flow properties along rays em anating from a fixed 
point. After th is starting  solution was obtained, the solution-adaptive m arching 
procedure was employed to  a m arching station  corresponding to  x = 0.1016m for 
each of the  three angle of incidence cases studied.
Table 6.1 provides a  sum m ary of the various adap tation  param eters used for 
the  m ulti-directional adaptations a t each angle of a ttack . In th is table, A jm ^.y  
and A s m  i n  are the  m axim um  and m inim um  allowable grid spacings and A a,,,, 
is the average grid spacing along the  coordinate line. T he param eters Cr and ( 
are discussed in the previous section (See Eq. (5.4)), and the  param eters a  and 
are  constants th a t m ultiply the gradient and curvature term s used in determ ining 
the  weighting functions. The A is a  stiffness param eter assigned to  the  torsional 
springs (See Eq. 5.3). Q uite frequently, optim um  values of these param eters for
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adap tation  in different cross-flow directions can vary. In Table 6.1 the  tj~ and (- 
subscripts indicate param eters used for grid adap tation  sweeps in the  respective 
directions.
Table 6 .1 : A daptation param eters.
a 8° 16° 24°
(&&MAX ) f /A s ati* 4.5 4.0 3.2
(A sa f /jv )( /A sawe .2 .2 .4
( )^ /A sattr 2.5 2.0 1.5
.5 .5 .8
*< .2 .2 0.5
A, 2. 5. 5.
c, .5 .5 .5
C c .5 .6 .35
Q 1.0 1.0 1.0
0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Mach num ber, pressure and density are the  three variables used in the weight­
ing function selection procedure when adapting  in the  radial direction. For cir­
cum ferential grid adaptations, the  objective was to  increase grid resolution on 
the  leeward side of the  cone in the  circum ferential direction. In an a ttem p t to 
artificially resolve a  region of the  flow-field known to  contain additional com ­
plexities, boundary layer thickness was added to  this list of adap tation  variables 
when adapting  circumferentially. At each circum ferential grid point location, the 
boundary layer thickness adjacent to  the grid point was com puted and norm al­
ized with respect to  the m axim um  value. If th is value a t a point was greater 
than  the gradients of the  above listed variables, then boundary layer thickness 
was chosen as the  weighting function a t th a t point, (i.e. boundary layer thickness 
was included as the kth. value of of Eq. 3.6). The m axim um  value of
boundary  layer thickness occurs a t the  leeward m eridian for a cone a t angle of 
incidence, while the m axim um  circum ferential pressure gradient occurs closer to 




Figure 6.1: Conical flow geometry.
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adapting  in the  circum ferential direction was a  slight increase in the  grid resolu­
tion a t the  leeward side of the cone com pared with cases th a t did not include the 
boundary layer thickness as an adap tation  variable. A dditional discussion on the 
present use of boundary layer thickness to  control grid point movement will be 
provided in th e  following sections.
A daptation  sweeps were perform ed in both  cross-flow directions at each 
m arching station . The circum ferential sweep a t each m arching station was per­
form ed by sta rting  a t the  cone surface and moving outw ard. However, the  di­
rection of the  radial sweeps a lternated , sweeping one cross-flow surface from the 
w indward to  leeward m eridian and the  next surface from  leeward to  windward, 
etc. These a lternating  direction sweeps in the  radial direction perm it in form a­
tion to  propagate from both directions, contributing additional sm oothness to  the 
grid.
fl.2  G rid s an d  C o n to u r  P lo ts
6.2.1 Yaw Angle of 8°: For the 8° angle of incidence case, a 65 x 65 cross-flow 
grid was used for both  fixed and solution-adapted cases. Figure 6.2 illustrates a 
sectional view of the resulting solution-adapted com putational grid. Grid point 
clustering is observed a t the  bow shock location as well as in the  boundary layer 
from the w indward to  the  leeward side of the  cone. For th is case, the angle of 
incidence is less than  the  cone angle; thus, the  boundary layer rem ains attached  
up to  the leeward m eridian in the  cross-flow plane. However, the  boundary layer 
thickens as the  flow moves toward the  leeward m eridian in the  cross-flow direction, 
and , as this thickening progresses, the  grid adap tation  supplies the  boundary layer 
with additional grid points. Figure 6.3 shows a  com parison between fixed grid 
and  solution-adapted grids at x f l  =  1.
Figure 6.4 shows contours of constant Mach num ber a t this sam e ^-location. 
Im provem ents in bow shock resolution are observed in the  solution obtained using
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Figure 6.2: Sectional view of solution-adapted computational grid.
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Figure 6.4; Comparison of Mach number contours at r« 0.1016m.
Left-naif, fixed grid; right-half, solution-adapted grid.
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the adap ted  grid over th a t of the  fixed grid. The inverted triangle symbols of this 
figure indicate the  boundary  layer edge deduced experim entally by TYacy while the 
circles indicate experim entally determ ined shock wave location. T he locations of 
these features, as observed by T racy14 are well predicted by the solution-adaptive 
PNS solver.
6.2.2 Yaw Angle of 16°: A 70 x 70 cross-flow grid was employed for both fixed and 
adap ted  cases a t a 16° angle of yaw.
Figure 6.5 shows a sectional view of the  resulting solution-adapted grid for 
this case. This figure illustrates the true  three-dim ensional na tu re  of the present 
problem . Each cross-flow plane has been adapted  in bo th  cross-flow directions. 
T he torsional influence in the  stream wise direction has prevented relative skewness 
between adjacent cross-flow planes perm itting  the m arching process to proceed 
w ithout in terrup tion . The position of the  bow shock surface is m arked by the 
outerm ost grid clustering which extends around the entire figure. Also evident in 
th is figure is a gradual thickening of the clustering region near the  cone surface in 
the  circum ferential direction illustrating the  cross-stream  stru c tu re  of the bound­
ary  layer. Its point of separation from the cone surface is m arked by the breakup 
of th is grid clustering region. T he grid points rem ain clustered in the detached 
viscous layer until a second division of the clustering region occurs where the  flow 
rolls up into a vortical-like structure .
For the  16° angle of incidence case, the radial adap tation  process a t each 
m arching sta tion  was perform ed by sweeping grid lines from  the windward m erid­
ian to  the leeward m eridian. On the other hand , for the  8° angle of incidence 
case the direction of radial adap tation  sweeps was a lternated  a t each successive 
m arching sta tion  as described above. The absence of a lternating  direction adap ­
tations can cause a slight waviness to appear in the grid as seen in the leeward 
sym m etry plane of Fig. 6.5. This waviness is not present in the sym m etry planes
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Figure 6.5: Sectional view of solution-adapted computational grid.
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of th e  grid of Fig. 6.2 where so lution-adaptation was preform ed using a lternating 
direction sweeping technique.
W hen the  angle of incidence is increased from 8° to  16,° it becomes greater 
th an  the cone half-angle and, as a result, a  region of cross-flow separation develops 
on the  leeward side of the cone where the viscous layer detaches from  the cone 
surface. This separation results from the increasingly adverse cross-flow pressure 
gradient on the  leeward side of th e  cone. A rotational feature in the  flow-field 
is evident in th e  solution-adapted mesh shown on the  right half of Fig. 6.6. 
Increased grid clustering is observed around the  bow shock region and detached 
shear layer. The clustering region on the leeward side of the cone and situated 
abou t halfway between the  top of the  detached shear layer and the  cone surface is 
due to  the circum ferential grid lines a ttem pting  to roll up and im itate  the shape 
of the  existing cross-flow vortical structure .
The experim ents of Tracy detect weak em bedded cross-flow shock waves at 
the  onset of the  separation region where the  Nlach num ber due to  the  cross-stream  
velocity com ponents exceeds unity. The experim entally observed positions of 
these em bedded shocks, in addition to  the bow shock position, are illustrated by 
the  overlaid circles of Fig. 6.7. Again, excellent agreem ent in the  experim entally 
observed position and the com puted position of the  bow shock is observed for 
bo th  the fixed and adap ted  grid solutions. T he Mach contours of Fig. 6.7 also 
show improved resolution of the  bow shock for the solution-adapted case over 
the  fixed grid case. However, the  em bedded shocks are not evident in the Mach 
contours of th is figure due probably to  their relative weak strength . The inverted 
triangle and triangle symbols of Fig. 6.7 show the locations of the outer and 
inner edges, respectively, of the detached viscous layer. This experim ental da ta  
was deduced from  the pitot pressure m easurem ents of Tracy.14
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of crossflow computational grids at x* 0.1016m.
Left-half, fixed grid; right-half, solution-adapted grid.
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6.2.3 Yaw Angle of 24°: W hen the  angle of incidence is fu rther increased to  24°, 
additional thickening of the  separated  region occurs a t the  leeward side of the  cone. 
The viscous layer sta rts  out running along the cone surface in the  circum ferential 
(cross-flow) direction. Close to the  leeward side it separates from the surface and 
tu rn s  sharply upward becoming vertical, running parallel to  the  leeward sym m etry 
plane and away from the cone surface. T he detached viscous layer then tu rns 
sharply back tow ards the  sym m etry plane, intersecting norm al to  it. Because of 
the  ab ru p t changes in the  direction of this shear layer, the  adaptive grid algorithm  
has to  choose which family of coordinate lines is best suited to  resolve this shear 
layer while sim ultaneously m aintaining a sufficient degree of grid orthogonality.
Figure 6.8 shows a grid com parison for the  fixed (left-half) and solution- 
adap ted  (right half) cases, each side consisting of a  90 x 90 grid. Grid point 
clustering is observed where the  viscous layer detaches from the cone surface 
and  tu rn s upward. Before this change in direction, the  viscous layer is running 
essentially parallel to  the  circumferential family of grid lines and can easily be 
resolved by them . However, following its detachm ent, th e  viscous layer tu rns 
alm ost norm al to  circum ferential lines, m aking it difficult for them  to  adjust 
and , due to orthogonality restrictions, disallows any significant resolution from 
coordinate lines of the opposite family. This lifting of the  circum ferential lines also 
causes the  radial lines to  bend inw ard, away from the sym m etry plane, leaving 
less grid resolution in this region.
Mach num ber contours are p lotted in Fig. 6.9 for bo th  the  fixed grid (left- 
half) and  adap ted  (right-half) cases at a  24° yaw angle. The overlaid circles 
represent shock wave positions as observed experim entally by Tracy.14 The in­
verted triangles and triangles represent the  outer and inner edges, respectively, 
of the  shear layer as deduced from  the pitot pressure m easurem ents of Tracy. An 
increase in resolution of the top of the shear layer can be seen in the adapted side
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of crossflow computational grids at x» 0.1016m.
Left-half, fixed grid; right-half, solution-adapted grid.
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of Mach number contours at x -  0.1016m.
Left-half, fixed grid; right-half, solution-adapted grid.
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of th is figure although th is increase in resolution is less apparen t for the portion 
of the  shear layer th a t runs alm ost vertically upwards. This loss of resolution is 
due to  ra ther strict orthogonality constraints im posed on the  grid.
In an a ttem p t to  resolve as m uch of the  detached shear layer on the leeward 
side of the cone as possible, solution-adaptive calculations were perform ed by 
adapting  the  grid in each cross-flow direction separately. T he resulting grid for 
the  radial adap tations is illustrated by the left-half of Fig. 6.10 while the right - 
half resulted from adapting  in the  circum ferential direction only. As in Fig. 6.8, 
bo th  halves of this figure consist of a 90 x 90 com putational grid. Figure 6.10 
illustrates how each coordinate line family resolves the  detached shear layer while 
sim ultaneously a ttem pting  to m aintain  a m inim um  degree of grid orthogonality. 
For the  radial adap tations (left-half of Fig. 6.10), grid lines on the  leeward side of 
the  cone m ust first tu rn  sharply away from the cone surface and then  tu rn  back 
norm al to the  leeward m eridian in order to  resolve the detached shear layer all the 
way to  the top. Some of the  grid orthogonality is lost due to  these sharply turning 
circum ferential lines of the  left-half of Fig. 6.10, more so in the region where the 
detached shear layer becomes alm ost norm al to  the  cone surface. The radial 
adap tations alone (left-half of Fig. 6.10) did very well in clustering grid points in 
the  bow shock location. The resulting cross-flow grid is accurately aligned with 
the  bow shock the entire length of the  grid, from windward to leeward meridians. 
This increase in alignm ent and resolution th roughout the  grid of Fig 6.10 (left side) 
resulted from perform ing the radial adap tations using th e  a lternating  direction 
sweeping technique which allows for inform ation to propagate from both  sides of 
the  grid (windward and leeward m eridians).
A bout halfway between the top  of the shear layer and the cone surface at the 
leeward m eridian, another grid clustering region exists inside the  detached shear 
layer. This sam e type of grid struc tu re  was also observed in Figs. 6.6 and 6.8.
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Figure 6.10; Comparison o f crossflow computational grids at x*  0.1016m. 
Left-half, adapted in radial direction only; right-half, 
adapted in circumferential direction only.
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T he circumferential only adap tations in th e  right-half of Fig. 6.10 illustrate 
im provem ents in circum ferential grid resolution a t the leeward sym m etry plane 
over th e  m ulti-directional adap tations of Fig 6.8. T he reason for th is behavior 
can best be explained w ith a  discussion on the  m anner in which flow-field gradi­
ents used in constructing the  weighting functions are com puted. T he derivatives 
are com puted in the direction of the  grid line. In the  present test cases, as a 
result of the radial grid adap tation  sweep, circum ferential grid lines tend  to align 
them selves with the detached shear layer a t the leeward side of the  cone. Conse­
quently, when the  circumferential adaptation  sweep is perform ed, the  weighting 
function is com puted as a  derivative in the direction of the  grid line (no longer 
in a stric t circum ferential orientation), which runs parallel with the shear layer. 
For th e  circumferential only adap tations of Fig. 6.10, th e  positions of the cir­
cum ferential grid lines were not d isturbed by radial adap tations and, unlike the 
m ulti-dim ensional adap tation  cases, cut directly through the  shear layer, in a 
direction of strong flow-field gradient. W hen adapting  in both  directions sim ul­
taneously, the  circum ferential grid lines become parallel with the detached shear 
layer, along which there are no strong gradients to  use as weighting functions. 
This is another reason the  weighting function was modified with boundary layer 
thickness for circum ferential adap tations when adapting  in both cross-flow direc­
tions simultaneously. For each half of Fig. 6.10, the grid can be seen to  cluster 
around the separated shear layer all the  way to  the  top, as desired.
Figure 6.11 shows Mach contours overlaid with the  symbols as in the previ­
ous angle of incidence cases. T he left-half of th is figure shows im provem ents in 
bow shock resolution over all the 24° angle of incidence cases presented thus far. 
The detached shear layer in both  halves of Fig 6.11 (uni-directional adap tations 
only) is m ore clearly resolved than  in either half of Fig. 6.9 (fixed grid or m ulti­
directional adap tation  cases). The increased circum ferential resolution provided
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by the  circum ferential only adap tations (right-half of Fig. 6.11) allows for a  m ore 
clearly defined viscous layer which extends slightly higher th an  the viscous layer 
predicted with the  fixed grid. This sam e degree of resolution is also observed using 
radial adap tations alone (left-half of Fig. 6.11), although a slight waviness exists 
in the vertical portion of the  shear layer due to  the  lack of grid orthogonality in 
th is region. The inner portion of the viscous layer th a t was predicted with either 
of the  uni-directional adap tations of Fig. 6.11 is m ore clearly defined than  tha t 
predicted using either the fixed grid or the  m ulti-directional adap tations of Fig. 
6.9.
No significant im provem ent can be detected in the  resolution uf the  em bedded 
shock waves, even with the use of the  adaptive grid. This is due prim arily to  an 
insufficient num ber of radial grid lines available to  cluster in these regions. For 
circum ferential adap tations alone, all available grid points move tow ards the shear 
layer, leaving less grid resolution in em bedded shock regions. These em bedded 
shock waves as observed by Tracy are indicated by the  overlaid circles em anating 
from  the detached portion of the  shear layer in a  lam bda shaped pa ttern .
6 .3  P reaaure and  H ea t T ran sfer C o m p a riso n s
Figure 6.12 shows a com parison of p ito t pressure profiles in the leeward 
m eridian plane for all three angle of incidence cases using both solution-adapted 
and fixed grids with experim ental results obtained by Tracy. The results for the 
solution-adapted cases show im provem ents over the fixed grid cases a t all angles 
of incidence.
T he experim ents show an ab rup t increase in the p ito t pressure at the inner 
edge of the  detached shear layer. T he solution-adapted 24° angle of incidence 
cases predict th is feature in the  shape of the  pitot pressure profile fairly well. 
T he 24° fixed grid solution predicts a  more gradual rise in p itot pressure through 
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Figure 6.11: Comparison o f Mach number contours at x> 0.1016m.
Left-half, adapted in radial direction only; right-half, 
adapted in circumferential direction only.
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of pitol presgure profiles « lcew rd meridim.
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slight bulge in p ito t pressure which exists near the cone surface. One possibility 
which m ay improve the  prediction of this feature is to  ad ap t th e  points on the 
surface of the  cone, thus allowing for a  finer circum ferential grid resolution near 
th e  cone surface. In all cases presented for th is work, the surface points were not 
perm itted  to  move. Due to  orthogonality constraints a t the surface, the  movement 
of grid points a  sm all distance above the surface was lim ited, disallowing further 
circum ferential grid refinement. P ito t pressure predictions for the  24° cone case 
using m ulti-directional adaptation  sweeps were found to  be only slightly better 
th an  those predicted using the fixed grid and are not included in Fig 6.12.
Figure 6.13 compares circum ferential pressure distributions with those ob­
tained experim entally by Tracy a t a m arching station  corresponding to  r  — 
0.1016m. The results com puted with the solution-adaptive PNS solver agree very 
well with experim ent; agreem ent is not significantly influenced by the  adaptation  
of the  grid.
Figure 6.14 com pares M ach num ber profiles at the  leeward meridian in the 
bow shock region for each cone case. Significant im provem ents can be seen in 
the  resolution of the bow shock for the 8° and 24° (radial only) adap ted  cases. 
Im provem ents in shock definition obtained using the adaptive grid are not as 
pronounced for the 16° angle of incidence case due to  the lack of grid resolution 
in this region (See Fig. 6.6) This is due prim arily to  th e  lack of a lternating 
direction sweeps for th is case as discussed in a  previous section. In adapting the 
grid for th e  16° cone case, the radial adaptations were perform ed by sweeping 
lines from windward to  leeward only. For the  8° and 24° (radial only) cases, 
the  a lternating  technique discussed earlier was employed, allowing inform ation to 
propagate from  both  leeward and windward sides of the  cone.
Figure 6.15 com pares com puted heat transfer rates norm alised by the  heat 
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Figure 6.13: Circumferential surface pressure distributions at x= ,1016m.
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Figure 6.15: Circumferential heat transfer distributions at x> .1016m.
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C H A P T E R  7
A pplication  to  C om plex G eom etries
T he ideas presented in the  preceding chapters are now extended to  more 
complex three-dim ensional configurations. In addition, this chap ter also presents 
th e  developm ent of a three-dim ensional grid-fitting algorithm  similar, in concept, 
to  the  two-dimensional grid-fitting procedure described earlier. This algorithm  
provides a m eans of identifying the  position of the  bow shock (or outerm ost shock) 
and adjusting the  extent of the grid in order to  m inimize the  num ber of grid points 
in the  freestream . In this m anner, the grid is adjusted  a t each m arching step, 
m aintain ing a  m axim um  grid density inside the  region of solution variation.
T he procedure for incorporating the torsional term s from the stream wise and 
cross-flow directions has been improved in the  present chapter. Instead of spec­
ifying two torsional term s, one each in the  stream w ise and cross-flow directions, 
a single torsional term  is used. This elim inates the problem  of conflicting grid 
reference positions th a t is present in the m ethod used in the  preceding chapter.
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T .l A lg o r ith m  Im p ro v em en t a
In a typical space-m arching algorithm  the grid plane a t the current m arching 
sta tion  and the grid plane a t the next m arching station  a distance A ( dow nstream  
m ake up a  com putational slab. W hen perform ing th e  space-m arching solution 
procedure, it is necessary to be able to define the cross-flow geom etry of the 
body at any a rb itrary  stream wise location. However, a  typical surface grid is 
composed of a finite num ber of specified cross-flow surface sections ((-intervals), 
and th e  m arching stepsize, A (, generally differs appreciably from the size of these 
surface grid (-intervals. Therefore, cross-flow grid planes are first constructed 
a t locations corresponding to each (-in terval on the  inpu t surface grid. This 
can be done during the m arching process, one-by-one, as each new (-interval is 
encountered using conventional grid generation techniques The grid planes a t the 
actual m arching stations, which are grid planes interm ediate to  the  grid planes 
a t the  surface (-intervals, can then  be obtained by linear interpolation between 
the  grid planes on either side.
In the m arching solution-adaptive grid procedure developed in the  preceding 
sections, the  grid at each subsequent m arching station dow nstream  of the  current 
m arching sta tion  is obtained by linear interpolation between the  adap ted  grid 
plane at the  current m arching sta tion  and the grid plane a t the next (-interval of 
the  surface grid dow nstream . The la tte r grid plane is updated  after adaptation  
of the  current m arching station  by perform ing a sequence of one dimensional in­
terpolations along each coordinate line separately. T hus, the  two planes between 
which a prelim inary cross-flow plane is interpolated are sufficiently aligned with 
each o ther so th a t the linear interpolation produces a  grid plane a t the  next m arch­
ing station  th a t is aligned with the  current m arching sta tion . In th is m anner, the 
complex problem  of three-dim ensional grid point interpolation is avoided.
I l l
This m ethod of aligning the  upstream  and dow nstream  sides of the com pu­
tational slab in preparation for num erical in tegration was, however, found to  be 
restricted to  relatively simple bodies whose surface geom etry changes a t some 
constant ra te  (such as the  right circular cone of the preceding chapter) and is 
not suited to  more complex configurations such as those contained in the present 
work.
In as m uch as the  flow properties are not forewarned of the  changing geom­
etry  dow nstream  of current m arching sta tion , neither is the  adap ted  grid. Once 
the  grid plane a t the current m arching station  is adap ted , the  task arises of build­
ing a grid plane at the next m arching station . These two adjacent grid planes 
m ust be sufficiently aligned with one another in order to  m ake up a com putational 
slab which will perm it accurate num erical integration of the  flow equations. As 
the  solution-adaptive m arching scheme proceeds dow nstream , the grid becomes 
m ore aligned w ith th e  flow-field struc tu re . As the  m arching planes become more 
adap ted , and if the  surface geom etry changes appreciably in the  m arching di­
rection, the task of constructing an adjacent grid plane a t the next m arching 
sta tion  a distance dow nstream  of the newly adap ted  m arching station can 
become increasingly complex. In fact, this is the  m ajor obstacle in im plem enting 
an effective three-dim ensional solution-adaptive m arching procedure.
In this section, the  cross-flow grid at each m arching station is obtained from 
a dow nstream  projection of the grid at the  previous m arching sta tion . Instead 
of trying to  align the dow nstream  grid plane with the  adap ted  grid plane and 
then perform ing an interpolation between these two grid planes to  construct the 
com putational slab (as was done for the cones of the last chapter), it is found 
to  be a  more general procedure (applicable to  more general three-dim ensional 
geometries) to  project the  adap ted  grid plane a t the  current m arching station 
dow nstream  to  the  next m arching station using the fixed surface grid as a guide.
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T he only additional inform ation needed (in addition to  a com plete surface grid) 
is th a t  concerning how far ou t into the  freestream  the next grid plane should 
extend. This inform ation is obtained with a  grid-fitting scheme which m onitors 
the  farfield flow structu re  at each m arching station  and keeps the ou ter edge 
of th e  grid in the  freestream . The grid-fitting scheme and the grid projection 
techniques are described in m ore detail later. In the next section, a  slightly dif­
ferent three-dim ensional form ulation of the grid adaptation  equations is presented 
which incorporates a  single torsional force term  and provides im provem ents in grid 
sm oothness and algorithm  robustness.
7.2  T orsion a l D e p e n d e n c e . R e -V is ited
By perform ing a force balance along a constant £-line on the  resulting system 
of tensional and torsional springs about the  point in Fig. 7.1, the  following 
system  of equations is obtained,
u\(*i+i ~ -s. ) -  -  < * - 1 ) -  KQi =  0 (7 .1)
where, following the notation of preceding chapters, is the resulting length of 
the current adap tation  line up to  the point *, j  in Fig. 1 and K  is a proportionality 
constant. T he torsion angles, 0,, can be approxim ated using the  notation of Fig.
7.1 as $i =s (j* — s \ ) / \DB\ .  T he quantities sj are defined as the to ta l length of the 
coordinate line up to  the  location of the grid reference location.
The term  KB,  represents a force on the  grid point tow ards the  reference point 
corresponding to  sj. The form ulation of C hap ter 5 consist of m ultiple torsional 
term s which can often produce opposing torsional forces and cause inconsistent 
grid point movement. At first glance, com paring Eq, (7.1) with the  formulation 
of Eq. (5.1) in C hapter 5, it would appear th a t only the cross-stream  influence 
is present in Eq. (7.1). However, th e  single proportionality  constant K  of the 
present form ulation now contains grid inform ation from both  stream  wise and




cross-flow directions and its calculation is described in the next section. The use 
of a  single torsion term  in Eq. (7.1) is found to  produce a smoother adaptive 
grid, less sensitive to the difference in grid scales in the streamwise and cross-flow 
directions.
Substitution of the expression for 0, into Eq. (7.1), rearranging and defining 
Ti = K / \D B\  the following linear system is obtained.
-  (u*,-i + UN + n )s i +  tiqsi+i = - t<s ' (7.2)
7.3 T b ra ional Force T e rm
Equation (7.2) differs from Eq. (5.2) in that a single torsional term appears. 
This approach has distinct advantages over the multiple torsional approach of 
Chapter 5.
Equation (7.2) indicates that as the term r, becomes large, the equilibrium 
position of the tth  grid point approaches the position corresponding to the location 
s';. This location represents the equilibrium position of the individual torsional 
springs projecting from neighboring grid lines.
Consequently, a value of s ' much different from Si, the positions of the grid 
points before grid adaptation, can result in excessive movement of grid points, 
even without any input from the error measure. The initial grid point position, 
j ; ,  before the grid adaptation step, corresponds to the grid point position that 
results from the downstream projection of the grid at the n — 1 marching station 
to the nth  marching station. The grid surface at the nth  or current marching 
station combined with that at the n — 1 marching station make up two sides of 
a computational slab. As discussed previously, before adaptation and during the 
preliminary solution process, the downstream side of this computational slab is 
simply a proportioned duplicate of the upstream side. After adaptation, the two 
sides of the computational slab should be sufficiently aligned with one another to
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perm it an improved solution during the  re-m arching step  of the solution-adaptive 
procedure. If excessive skewing occurs, the  solution process becomes unstable. 
W hat is desired is th a t, for sufficiently large values of t*, the grid continually re­
tains the  sm oothness necessary for obtaining an improved solution on the adap ted  
grid.
In  order to  achieve precise and bounded grid point m ovem ent, the values of 
sj m ust rem ain close to  the  prelim inary grid point positions, and , a t the  sam e 
tim e, the values of r; of Eq. (7.2) m ust be chosen so as to  hold the  grid close 
to  these locations. Values of r, too large can sm other the  effect of the  weighting 
functions, causing the  grid to move independent of the  solution while values too 
small perm its excessive movement.
To m ake all the term s of Eq. (7.2) approxim ately equal in m agnitude a t each 
point along the  adap tation  line, r* is defined in the following m anner,
Ti =  A(u»i_i +  u»i)di (7.3)
where A is a  user defined stiffness param eter and d , =  at i / ami„ is the aspect ratio  
of the grid cell normalized with respect to  the  m inim um  cell aspect ratio. Each 
aspect ratio  is com puted using the notation of Fig. 7.1 as follows,
_  l . j , "  ~  J i - l . j . n
\DB\
The use of Eq. (7.3) in Eq. (7.2) ensures th a t all term s of Eq. (7.2) are of 
th e  sam e m agnitude for all points along the  line. W ith this form ulation, equal 
consideration is given to  both the  weighting functions and the surrounding grid 
geom etry in deciding how the grid points should move.
Also, ano ther desirable feature of incorporating only one torsion term  in 
Eq. (7.2) which utilizes a  weighted averaging for determ ining the  grid reference 
positions, s j, is th a t a  wider range of values for A exist for which the second 
solution step of the solution-adaptive procedure rem ains stable.
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T he prelim inary grid point positions, s ;, obtained by projecting the  upstream  
grid plane to  th e  current location (point A  of Fig. 1) do not necessarily satisfy the 
requirem ents for grid orthogonality and straightness in the cross-flnw direction. 
For satisfying orthogonality and straightness requirem ents in the  cross-flow direc­
tion, grid torsional reference positions, s'c,, can be defined, as described later. The 
net torsional reference positions, s ' , of Eq. (7.2) are the  positions the  grid points 
should take based on considerations of orthogonality and straightness both in the 
stream wise direction (specified by s , ) and in the  cross-flow direction (specified by 
s ' ;). T hus, th e  net torsional reference positions, sj are defined as
s' = Si +  c(s|.i -  Si)  (7.4)
where e is a  proportionality  constant. As m entioned in the  preceding section, the 
Ti values can be so chosen th a t the solution to  Eq. (7.2) yields Si values th a t are 
in the  neighborhood of the  corresponding s ' values. A value of zero assigned to 
e neglects cross-flow torsional dependence while a value of unity perm its the  grid 
to  move w ithout regard to  the stream wise grid surface. Obviously, either of these 
extrem es would quickly produce unacceptable results. Small values of t produce 
an acceptable degree of grid movement with respect to  the grid plane upstream  
of the  current m arching sta tion , resulting in sufficient alignm ent between the  two 
grid planes. However, values too small can cause grid irregularities in the cross- 
flow direction. A value of e =  .3 was used for all com putations in the  section to 
follow.
T he quantities s^; represent the  positions the tth  grid point m ust take in 
order th a t the  grid acquire the desired am ounts of straightness and orthogonality 
in the  cross-flow direction. The position s ' ;  is com puted in exactly the same 
m anner as presented in C hap ter 5 and is defined as the  intersection point of the 
cross-flow torsion vector t r ; and the current adap tation  line (point B  of Fig. 1).
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T he cross-flow torsion vector, t c,, is also com puted in the  sam e m anner 
as in C hapter 5 by combining user specified contributions of grid orthogonality 
and straightness in the  cross-flow direction. Equation (5.4) is repeated here for 
convenience
tc, = Cc»ei + (1 -
where Cc can range from  zero to  unity. A value close to  zero enforces more 
orthogonality while values closer to  unity provide m ore grid straightness. The 
straightness vector, s ci, is defined as a vector from the point (i, j  — 2 ,n )  to  the 
point ( i , j  — l ,n )  of Fig. 7.1. T he orthogonality vector, n cj, is defined as an 
average of vectors norm al to  the  current grid line and the  neighboring line in the 
cross-flow plane.
To insure th a t is m onotonically increasing and to  provide further grid 
point m otion control, the point B  is limited to  |A s * ,  where Asjt is either the 
distance from the point (* +  l , j , n )  to  the  point (* ,y ,n ) if the  torsional vector 
crosses above the point A as in Fig. 1 and is the  distance from the point (t,y , ?i) 
to  the  point (i — l ,y ,n )  if t ef crosses below point A, This procedure was also 
presented in C hapter 5.
7 .4  T h re e -D im e n s io n a l  G r id - F i t t in g  P r o c e d u r e
This section outlines the procedures by which the  to ta l height of the grid is 
estim ated  a t each m arching station and the  steps used to  project the grid plane 
a t the  current m arching station  to  the  next m arching sta tion . T his feature of the 
present procedure, while presented in earlier sections for two-dimensional flows, 
required m ajor extensions for the  three-dim ensional situations of interest in this 
chapter. The solution-adaptive grid-fitting algorithm  begins with an initial grid 
plane of d a ta  at the current m arching sta tion . This grid plane m ust be projected 
dow nstream  to  form a com putational slab on which num erical integration can
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be perform ed. T he first step in this projection process is to determ ine how far 
ou t into the freestream  the next grid plane m ust extend. Each r/coord inatc  line 
a t the  current m arching station  is searched to  find the innerm ost position of 
freestream  conditions and is clipped (or ex trapo lated  to) a prescribed distance 
above this location (This location is illustrated by the solid symbols in Fig. 7.2. 
T he resulting new r;-ray lengths are first sm oothed to  m inimize inconsistencies in 
th e  position of the outer grid line and then , using a few of these rj-line lengths 
(denoted by the  cross symbols of Fig. 7.2) as control points, a spline is fitted to 
form  a tem porary  new outer grid line at the  current m arching station . This new 
grid line is then  projected forward to  the next m arching station  using a  conical 
projection from a point far upstream .
At this point in the grid projection process, we now have, in addition to 
th e  plane of d a ta  at the  current m arching sta tion  and the  surface grid, an outer 
grid line which serves as a farfield grid boundary a t the  next m arching station 
(See Fig. 7.2). T he next task is to  project the  rem ainder of the grid plane at 
th e  current m arching station (upstream  side of the com putational slab) to  the 
next m arching station  (dow nstream  side of the  com putational slab) in such a 
m anner so as to  ensure th a t the two sides of the  resulting grid slab are uniformly 
aligned. Figure 7.3 illustrates a typical grid plane at the current m arching statiou  
extending outw ard from the current section of the  surface grid. Solid circles 
are used to  represent grid points in the  current inarching station  and open circles 
denote grid points (projected points) in the  next m arching sta tion . To construct 
th e  grid plane a t the next m arching sta tion , each Jfcth point on the  Jjn-line of the 
surface grid is extended a distance far upstream . For exam ple, the  point £n,rj*,0 
of the  surface grid is extended to  the  point p* of Fig. 7.3, which is defined here 
as the  fcth projection poin t, by extrapolating  upstream  the  straight line segm ent 
joining the surface points and In th is m anner, each of the
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surface grid points in the  current m arching station  a t („  are projected backwards 
to  construct corresponding projection points. All of these projection points lie in 
a common £ —constant plane far upstream . The Jfeth projection point, p is then 
used as a  reference from  which each grid point along th e  fcth 7 -line in the current 
m arching sta tion  is projected linearly into th e  next m arching station. This is 
done by extending a ray from the fcth projection point of Fig. 7.3, through each 
of the  ( n*7 fci0  grid points along the  rj*-line in the current m arching station to a 
distance A (  dow nstream .
If the plane of projection points is sufficiently far upstream  such that 
A ( / ( ( n — ( p) 1 , where ( p is the  (-position of the plane containing the pro­
jection points, then the  resulting 7 -line projected into the  dow nstream  inarching 
plane will have the sam e shape as the corresponding 7 -line in the  current m arch­
ing plane. Once all the  7 -lines have been projected dow nstream  in this fashion, 
a  stretching procedure is perform ed to  connect the ou ter edge of the  grid at the 
new sta tion  to  the grid-fitted ou ter line obtained as described previously. Recall 
th a t the grid-fitted ou ter line is the  new position of the  farffeld grid boundary 
as determ ined by the  grid-fitting procedure, each point of which was projected 
dow nstream  from  a common point far upstream .
In addition to providing an estim ated height above the  body for projecting 
the  grid dow nstream , the  grid-fitting scheme has been found to assist in providing 
im provem ents in the perform ance of the adaptive grid algorithm . For complex 
three-dim ensional external flows, grid skewing problem s can arise when adapting 
the  grid using the adaptive grid techniques outlined in the previous section if 
the  shape of the  grid differs too severely from th a t of the  evolving bow shock. 
If a  large num ber of grid points are initially in the freestream , outside the bow 
shock, then grid points will cluster in the vicinity of the  bow shock. Any points 




Figure 7.3: Downstream projection of adapted grid plane.
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conditions). As the solution proceeds dow nstream  and  the adap tation  procedure 
draw s grid points into the  steep gradient of the  bow shock, the  ou ter grid lines tend 
to  kink. The use of the  grid-fitting scheme keeps the shape of the  grid accurately 
aligned with the  ou ter shock, producing a degree of resolution th a t can only be 
rivaled with the  use of a  shock-fitting algorithm . T his advantage brought about 
by the  use of th e  grid-fitting algorithm  will be m ade m ore apparen t with the use
of illustrations in the results section to  follow,
7 .5  A m e s  A ll-B o d y  V ehicle
T he three-dim ensional solution-adaptive PNS algorithm  is tested  for the hy­
personic flow over the  all-body configuration with elliptical cross-sections shown 
in Fig. 7.4. T he flow-field conditions were chosen to  m atch  those of the experi­
m ental and com putational study conducted by Lockman, Lawrence and Cleary, 
(1988) These conditions are:
M oa = 7A T00 = Gl .bK  7  =  1.4
ReL = 15 x 10* f u, =  311.1 A' Pr  =  0.72
where L — .9144m is the  to tal length of the  model. A perfect gas is assum ed 
for th e  present calculations. T he flow is tu rbu len t and  the eddy viscosity is 
modeled using the algebraic turbulence m odel of Baldwin and Lomax, (1978) 
with transition to  fully tu rbu len t flow assum ed a t x / L  — 0.05.
For each angle of incidence, a  conical step back procedure was perform ed on 
an initial grid plane a t x / L  = .05 obtained by a hyperbolic grid generation routine. 
Once a converged conical solution was obtained, the  grid-fitting algorithm  was 
used to  fit the ou ter grid line to  the  shock. T he conical stepback procedure was 
then  allowed to  continue with the  use of solution-adaptive gridding for about 1 0 0  
iterations. Afterw ards, grid adap tation  was term inated  and the conical stepback 
procedure was allowed to  continue on the  fixed (adap ted) sta rting  plane until
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Fore body - Elliptic Cone (a/b ■ 4) with ShMp Nom Up 
Afterbody - Elliptic Cross Section* with ShMp TniUng Bdye
86.17°
Figure 7.4: Allbody hypersonic vehicle geometry.
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a converged adapted  plane of d a ta  was obtained. For both angle of incidence 
cases each cross-flow grid plane consist of 151 grid points in the  circumferential 
direction and 90 grid points in the  radial direction.
All adap tation  param eters used for the  present studies were given identical 
values for both angle of incidence cases. Also, for each angle of incidence, Macli 
num ber, pressure and density were used as the  adap tation  variables. T he m ax­
im um  and m inim um  allowable grid spacings where given the following values: 
( A s \ f A x ) ( / A s ave =  2.5, (Asj t f / =  .5, )i j / = 2.0 and
=  <5, where A savc is the average grid spacing along the adap­
ta tion  line, C( and C v are the grid straightness to  orthogonality param eters (Eq. 
7) used for the  radial and circum ferential adap tations and where given values of 
0.7 and 0.4, respectively. The torsional param eters, \  and A, of Eq. (6 ), were 
given values of 2 x 10 - 3  and 25, respectively. Q uite frequently, optim um  values of 
these param eters for adap tation  in different cross-flow directions can vary. The 
Tf- and ^-subscripts indicate param eters used for grid adap tation  sweeps in the 
respective directions.
After a  suitable sta rting  solution was obtained using the stepback procedure, 
the  solution-adaptive, grid-fit ting and m arching procedure was then employed 
with a  m arching stepsize of 1 0 ~ 3 to  a  i/T -lo ca tio n  of 0 . 8  for each angle of in­
cidence case. Circum ferential adaptations were perform ed by sweeping from the 
body surface outw ard while the direction of the  radial adap tation  sweeps a lter­
nated . Sweeping one m arching station from  windward to  leeward side and the 
next station  from leeward to  windward. This a lternation  in the  direction of the 
radial adap tations improves grid sm oothness, allowing grid orthogonality and 
straightness inform ation to  propagate from both  sides of the  grid.
Figure 7.5 consists of a  sectional view of the  resulting solution-adapted and 
grid*fitted com putational grid for the  0° angle of incidence case. This figure
Figure 7.5: Sectional view <rf solution-adapted and grid-fined computational grid. 
(<x= 0°, NL= 7.4, Rcw 2̂ 15x10s, 151x90 crossflow grid) 125
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illustrates the  algorithm ’s ability to  cluster points in regions of in terest and ac­
curately align circumferential grid lines with the cross-flow flow-field struc tu re  
while also increasing grid point density. T he farfield edge of the  grid is accu­
rately aligned with the  existing bow shock, the  position of which is indicated by 
increased grid clustering. Figure 7.6 illustrates a com parison of cross-flow grid 
planes at x j L  =  .667 for fixed grid and solution-adaptive cases. This figure fur­
th e r illustrates the grid-fitting algorithm ’s ability to increase grid point density in 
virtually all regions of th e  flow by m onitoring the position of the bow shock as the 
solution proceeds and adjusting the  shape of the  outer grid line accordingly. For 
the  solution-adapted case, the circum ferential grid lines have clustered around 
the  location of the bow shock as well as in the  boundary-layer.
The stra tegy  in selecting the  adaptation  param eters can be best explained 
with reference to  Fig. 7.6. The radial torsion param eter, A^, was set relatively 
sm all (less resistance to  grid point m ovem ent), and a t the  sam e tim e, the radial 
grid straightness param eter, C{, was set so as to  enforce more grid straightness. 
At the  sam e tim e, the circum ferential torsion param eter, A,, was set to a  higher 
value, with the  circumferential grid straightness param eter, set to  enforce 
m ore orthogonality. Using this set of param eters, grid points were perm itted  to 
move m ore freely during the  radial adap tation  sweeps while m ore grid orthogonal­
ity is enforced on the circum ferential sweeps. If strict orthogonality were imposed 
during both  directional sweeps, m ore restriction in point movement occurs, re­
sulting in a  less adapted  grid.
Figure 7.7 shows Mach num ber contour com parisons a t th is sam e cross-flow 
location. Significant im provem ent in the resolution of the  bow shock can be seen. 
Small oscillations in the  contours at the m axim um  spanwise location (near the 
cross-flow stagnation point) can be seen in the  fixed grid half of the  figure. These 
oscillations are not present in the  solution-adapted half. Similar im provem ents in
Figure 7.6: Comparison of crossflow computational grid planes; kft-taalf, fixed grid; rigbt-half, soimkm-adapled
and grid-fitted. (oc= 0°, 7.4, Re»^= 15X106, jJL= .667,151x90 grids)
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flow-field resolution are  also evident in Fig.7.8 which com pares pressure contours 
a t th is sam e x / L  location.
Figure 7.9 illustrates a  sectional view of the resulting grid for the 5° angle 
of incidence case on which the first visible cross-flow grid plane is a t x / L  — .667 
(the  beginning of the  afterbody). T he extent of the  grid has increased on the 
leeward side due to the  increased angle of a ttack . The grid-fitting algorithm  has 
effectively aligned the  grid with the bow shock assisting the solution-adaptive 
algorithm  in producing a  sm ooth com putational grid from  surface to  freestream  
on all grid surfaces. A small clustering region is observed on the leeward side 
near the body surface m arking th e  position of the  thickening boundary-layer due 
to  the angle of incidence.
Figure 7.10 com pares the cross-flow grid plane a t x / L  = .667 for the solution- 
adaptive and fixed grid cases. This figure further illustrates the  present algo­
rith m 's  ability to  effectively concentrate the  m ajority  of the grid in the region 
of solution variation. Grid orthogonality was achieved during the  circum feren­
tial adap tation  sweep by careful selection of adap tation  param eters (as discussed 
above for the  0° angle of incidence case).
Figure 7.11 com pares Mach num ber contours a t this same cross-flow station. 
A significant increase in bow shock resolution is observed in the solution-adapted 
case. Im proved resolution is also noted in the  solution-adaptive results near the 
cross-flow stagnation point which has moved slightly to  the windward side due 
to  the  higher angle of incidence. The thickened boundary-layer on the leeward 
side is also more clearly observed. A com parison of the  com puted pressure field 
a t th is sam e x / L  location is illustrated in Fig.7.12.
Figure 7.13 com pares the solution-adapted and grid-fitted cross-flow grid 
plane of Fig. 7.10 with a grid plane obtained w ithout the  the  use of the  grid-fit ting 
algorithm . For the left half of the  figure (w ithout grid-fitting), the  clustering at
Figure 7.7: Comparison of computed Mach number contours; left-half, fixed grid; right-half,
solution-adapted and grid-fitted. (ot= 0°, MU= 7.4, Re~j.= 15x10*. x/L= .667)
-.05 .05 .15-.10 .10-.15 z/L
Figure 7.8: Comparison of computed pressure contours; left-half, fixed grid; right-half,
solution-adapted and grid-fitted. (oc= ( f , M«= 7.4, lSxlO6, x/L* .667)
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Figure 7.9: Sectional view of sohttioo-adapted id  grid-fitted compmariooal grid. 
(o= 3°, KL= 7.4, 15x10*. 151x90 crossflow grid)
Figure 7.10: Comptrisoo of aoisflow conyuUfional grid planes; left-half, fixed grid; right-half, sohition-adapied 
and grid-fitted. (o= 5°, 7.4, R e_i=15x106, x/L* .667,151x90 grid*)
.15.05 .10-.05-.15 -.10
Fignie7.ll: Comparison of computedMach nmnber cootoqn; left-half, fixed grid; right-half,
sdotioo-adapced and grid-fitted, (a s 5°, M_= 7.4, R e ^ .- 13x104, x/L= .667)
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.15.10.05-.06-.15 -.10 z/L
Figure 7.12: Comptrison of computed pressure contain; kft-halt fixed grid; right-half,
sotatioo-adjpted and grid-fitted. (a= 5®, M_= 7.4, Re-j.= 15x10*, x/L* .667)
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the bow shock has caused severe grid skewing. If the outer boundary  of the grid 
is not grid-fit ted , then the  radial extent of the  freestream  region com pared with 
the  radial extent of the  region of interest can vary significantly in the circum ­
ferential direction. This is clearly seen in the  left-half of Fig. 7.13 where, along 
the m ajor axis, the extent of the  freestream  region is m uch larger than  a t other 
circum ferential locations. Since the  num ber of points in the  freestream  do not cor­
respondingly increase with the freestream  extent, the  radial m esh spacing in the 
freestream  along a radial outw ard line will be different a t different circumferential 
locations. This causes the  mesh in the freestream  to d isto rt, particularly  when 
the  radial extent of the  freestream  changes appreciably in the  circumferential 
direction. Clearly, this is unacceptable, as seen in the left-half of Fig. 7.13.
The grid-fitting algorithm  elim inates these problem s by producing a cross- 
flow grid plane whose shape is similar to  th a t of the  overall flow disturbance, 
thereby m inimizing the num ber of points in the  freestream  and m aintaining ap­
proxim ately an equal num ber of them  all the  way around the outside of the  grid.
There is another significant difference in how these two grid solutions were 
obtained. For the  solution-adapted and grid-fitted case (right-half of Fig. 7.13), 
oidy one torsional force term  was used in the  grid adap tation  equation (Eq. 7.2). 
For the left-half of Fig. 7.13, the form ulation of C hapter 5 was used which includes 
two torsion force term s. These two term s, as discussed previously, can often 
oppose one another, producing grid skewness, the  effects of which can be seen by 
com paring the  differences in grid sm oothness inside the  bow shock (right and left 
halves of Fig. 7.13).
Grid skewness caused by the adap tation  algorithm  can adversely effect the 
quality of the  solution. This is illustrated in Fig. 7.14 which compares com pu­
tational grids and Mach contours a t x f L  — .667 near the cross-flow stagnation 
point. Grid lines bulging outw ard from  the bow shock region in Fig. 7.146 result
Figure 7.13: Comparison of crossflow conipunrional grid pines; left-half, sdnrioo-adspted; right-half, 
solutioQ-adqped and grid-fitted, (fits 5°, mJ b 7.4, R e^a IjxlO6, i/L= .667,151x90 grids)
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Figure 7.14: Comparison of grids and Mach number contours near crossflow stag­
nation point, (a) fixed grid, (b) adapted, w/o grid-fitting, (c) adapted,
grid-fitted. (o» 5°, M_= 7.4, R e .^  15x10* x/L* .667, 151x90 grids)
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in a  grid distortion and inaccuracies in the  predicted resolution and sm oothness 
of the  shock. In addition, the solution inside the  shock also deteriorates. For the 
solution-adapted and  grid-fitted case shown in Fig. 7.14c, flow features are sharp 
and well resolved, illustrating  the  substantial im provem ents in accuracy over the 
solutions shown in Figs. 7.14a and 7.146. The increased grid sm oothness inside 
the  bow shock of the so lution-adapted, grid-fitted case, com pared with tha t in the 
grid of Fig. 7.146, is a ttrib u ted  to  th e  re-form ulation of the  adap tation  equations 
to  include a  single torsion term  (as discussed previously).
In Fig. 7.15 predicted pitot pressure profiles obtained with a  fixed grid and 
the  solution-adapted, grid-fitting algorithm  are com pared w ith experim ental d a ta  
a t various r  j L-locations for the 0° angle of incidence case. Im provem ents are seen 
a t each location in the resolution of th e  bow shock. T he solution-adapted and grid- 
fitted  algorithm  predicts a  shock thickness which is approxim ately 15 to  20 percent 
of the thickness of the  shock predicted using a  fixed grid. Slight improvem ents 
can also be detected in the  expansion region produced by the afterbody. The 
experim ental d a ta  is taken from the study of Lockman et a l.14
In Fig. 7.16 predicted pitot pressure profiles obtained with a fixed grid and 
the  solution-adapted, grid-fitting algorithm  are com pared with experim ental d a ta  
a t x j L  — .8 for the various angle of incidence cases studied. Again, significant 
im provem ents are detected near the  bow shock on the  windward side for both 
angles of incidence. Com puted shock thickness for the  solution-adapted case on 
the  windward side at 5° angle of incidence is only 10 percent of the  shock thickness 
predicted using a fixed grid. Closer agreem ent with experim ent is also observed 
for the  solution-adapted case com pared with the  fixed grid case in the  expansion 
region on bo th  the  windward and leeward sides of the  5s angle of incidence case.
Figure 7.17 com pares surface pressure distributions along the sym m etry plane 
for both angles of incidence. The results using both the  solution-adaptive scheme
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and  a fixed grid show good agreem ent with experim ent. T he surface pressure 
rem ains constant along the  fore body, then drops sharply a t the s ta r t of the after­
body.
T.6 McDonnell Douglaa Generic Option Vehicle
The solution-adaptive algorithm  was also tested on the  McDonnell Douglas
Generic O ption Vehicle a t 0° angle of incidence. Flow-field conditions used are
provided below.
A / * >  =  11.35 T oo  =  60.2A' 7  =  1-4
Re f i n  =  9.14 x 105 Tw = 311.1A' P r  =  0.72
The unit Reynolds num ber, A e /m , is expressed per inch of the grid. The flow is 
tu rbu len t and  the  eddy viscosity is com puted using the algebraic model of Baldwin 
and Lomax, (1978). A perfect gas is assum ed, and transition  to  fully turbulent 
flow is assum ed to  occur at z =  1.5m. Both solution-adapted and fixed grids 
consist of 65 points in each cross-flow direction. The surface grid and geom etry 
are  illustrated in Fig. 7.18.
Figure 7.19a illustrates the solution-adapted and grid-fitted grid on the  fore­
body of the  generic option. As expected, the  grid is clustered in the  im portan t 
regions. Fig.7.196 shows the solution-adapted Mach contours, and Fig. 7.19c 
shows the corresponding contours on a fixed grid. The bow shock and the bound­
ary  layer region are well resolved in both the  upper and lower planes in Fig. 7.195. 
T he outer grid boundary, due to  grid-fitting, is accurately aligned with the  bow 
shock. In Fig. 7.19c the  fixed grid solution is clearly less resolved.
Figure 7.20 com pares the fixed grid with solution-adapted grids obtained 
bo th  with and w ithout the  grid-fitting algorithm  at the  m axim um  spanwise loca­
tion for a chord distance of 14.68m. Also shown are com puted Mach contours. 






Figure 7.19: Illustration of solution-adapted and grid-fitted grid and Mach
contours for McDonnell Douglas generic option vehicle, (a) grid 
(b) solution-adapted, grid-fitted (c) fixed grid predictions.
(a=  0°, M«= 11.35. R e .=  9.14xl0tyin, 65x65 crossflow grid)
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to poor resolution. For the  solution-adapted case w ithout grid-fitting, although 
the  shock is b e tte r resolved, the oscillations in the  Mach contours are  still evident. 
This is a ttribu tab le  to  the  grid lines d istorting outside the  bow shock regions as 
discussed for the  allbody results. The solution-adapted results with grid-fitting 
show significant improvements in the  resolution of the  bow shock region. The 
grid is sm ooth and reasonably orthogonal bu t provides the  necessary clustering 
where required.
Figure 7.21 com pares the resulting solution-adaptive com putational grid with 
a  fixed grid for the afterbody of the  option vehicle (x — 17 — 2 8 m ). Grid surfaces 
are p lotted  in both upper and lower sym m etry planes. A crossflow grid plane is 
also shown a t a* — 28m . The locations of the ram p shocks are m arked by grid 
clustering regions in the  lower sym m etry plane for the  solution-adapted case.
Figure 7.22 com pares Mach num ber contours a t three different r -locations 
between x — 17 and 28m  com puted using a fixed com putational grid with those 
com puted using a  solution-adapted grid for which the grid-fitting option was not 
im plem ented and adaptations were perform ed only in the  radial direction. Mach 
contours in the  lower sym m etry plane of Fig. 7.226, showing the  interaction of 
the  compression shocks, are well resolved by the  use of the  adaptive grid. The 
corresponding fixed grid contours exhibit considerable sm earing of the  bow and 
compression shocks due to  lack of the  necessary grid density in these regions. At 
the  lower surface of the  upstream -m ost contour section of Fig. 7.226, the  first 
compression shock can be seen ju s t below the outer edge of the boundary layer. 
At the second cross-section this shock wave has moved away from the body surface 
and is about midway between the  body surface and the  bow shock. The shock due 
to  the  second compression surface in teracts with the bow shock a t the location 
of the  th ird  set of cross-sectional Mach contours. Also enhanced by the  solution- 
adaptive grid code is the  shock interaction at the  corner of the wing section of
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Figure 7.20: Comparison of grids and Mach number contours near maximum spanwise 
location, (a) fixed grid, (b) adapted, w/o grid-fining, (c) adapted and grid 
Fined. (a=  0°, 11.35, Re„= 9.14xlOVin, x= 14 68in, 65x65 grid)
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Figure 7.21: Comparison of computational grids at x=17-28in. for McDonnell
Douglas generic option vehicle, (a) fixed grid, (b) solution-adapted.




Figure 7.22: Comparison of Mach number contours at x=17-28in. for McDonnell
Douglas generic option vehicle, (a) fixed grid, (b) solution-adapted.
(a= 0®, M -= 11.35, Re«= 9.14xlOVin, 65x65 crossflow grid)
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the th ird  Mach contour section. T he expansion fan resulting from  the interaction 
of the  two ram p shocks is clearly resolved in the  solution adap ted  results. These 
features of the  flow are not as easily recognizable in the  Mach contours of Fig. 
7.22a.
C H A P T E R  8
A pplication  to  Chem ical N onequilibrium  Flows
An im portan t characteristic of the  hypersonic flow regime is the  presence of 
viscous dissipation sufficient to  cause tem peratures high enough to  dissociate the 
gas. In this chapter, the  solution-adaptive grid algorithm  is applied for predicting 
the  chemically reacting flow of air over a 5° half-angle blunt cone a t 5° angle of 
incidence. In the  chem istry model presented in this chap ter, the  fluid m edium  is 
considered to  be a chemically reacting m ixture of therm ally perfect, bu t calorically 
im perfect gases in therm al equilibrium .
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8.1  O verv iew  o f  C h em istr y  M o d e l
In the solution of the  flow of a  chemically reacting m ixture of gases, the chem ­
ical reactions involved m ust also be considered in addition to th e  fluid dynamics. 
T he present solution m ethod incorporates a  loose coupling of the  chem istry equa­
tions with those of the fluid dynam ics and was developed be Buelow et al., (1990). 
In th is approach, instead of solving the  fluid dynam ic equations together with the 
species continuity equations as a single set, the  flow equations and the species 
tran spo rt equations are solved successively in an iterative framework. In the 
strongly coupled approach [Molvik, (1989); P rabhu  et al., (1987)], the chemical 
species continuity equations are solved together, with the  conservation equations 
of m ass, m om entum  and energy as a large set and, as a  result, the  influence of 
the  chem istry on the flow is resolved in a single application of the  equation solver. 
However, for large num bers of species, the equation set which results from the 
use of the strongly coupled approach can become large and its solution becomes 
increasingly more expensive t.o com pute.
The chem istry model of Buelow, (1990) used in the present calculations con­
sists of m olecular oxygen ( O j ), atom ic oxygen (O ), m olecular nitogen ( N ? ), atomic 
nitrogen (iV), nitric oxide (./V0) and nitric oxide ion (7VO+ ). The following reac­
tions between these constituent reactants are considered.
(1) 02 +  A/i — 2 0  + A/!
(2) N 2 + m 2 — 2 N  + Af2
(3) n 2 + n 2 N  + N
(4) NO  +  A/a N + O +  A/,
(5) JV0 +  o 0 2 + N
(6) n 2 +  o NO  + N
(7) N +  0 — NO*  + e“
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where are catalytic th ird  bodies. This model contains six species (n =  6),
seven reactions and  ten  reactan ts . T he m ass production rates are calculated using 
the  expressions found in B lottner et al. (1971).
A nother advantage of using the loosely coupled approach in the  present work, 
is th a t only m inor modifications to  the  PNS equations (as introduced in C hapter 
2), are necessary. The effects of species mass diffusion is introduced into the 
energy equation as a com ponent added to the  heat flux term s (qx , qv and qz) and 
has th e  following form
where ct , V, and A, is the  m ass fraction, diffusion velocity and enthalpy, respec-
[Buelow et al, (1990)]. The parabolized Navier-Stokes assum ptions of C hapter 2 
are also applied, elim inating the  unsteady term s and neglecting the  streamwise 
diffusion. T he final form of the  species continuity equations are w ritten  in the 
curvilinear coordinate system  as
n
tively, of species s. The species continuity equations are simplified by the assum p­
tion of global continuity and through the use of Fick’s Law for m ass diffusion,
where
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As before, c , is the mass fraction of species a, D  is the  kinem atic binary diffusion 
coefficient, p,  is the species production term  and the Jacobian and  m etric term s 
are  identical in form to  those presented in C hapter 2.
The flow-chemistry coupling is enhanced through the  use of a  Newton sub­
iteration  procedure perform ed on the  flow equations. T his procedure can best be 
described by first re-w riting Eq. (2.7) at the  n  + 1 m arching sta tion  as
g m + l  +  p n + l  +  Q n + 1  =  q  ( g  j  j
T he fluxes are then linearized about the n  +  1 m arching station in the  following 
m anner
/  />En+* \  '
(En+1 )*+1 = (En+1 )* + ( atr ) A^U
V d V
(
npn + l \ *
dlJ J A ‘U
(Gn+I )'+1 = ( G n+l)i + A*U
where, U is the  vector of conserved variables and
A ’U ~  (U n+1) '+1 -  (U n + 1 )*
Upon substitu tion  of the  linearized fluxes into Eq. (8.1), the  PNS equations are 
then  w ritten as
s K ^ H ' s K ^ M
+ ^ [ ( ^ W “ ) ' Aiu] = - ' ' S ' "  + * ' + ' + 6 «+’1'
( 8 .2 )
As the sub-iterations continue, the  term s on the  left-hand side go to  zero, resulting 
in the  solution to  the  PNS equations at the  rt +  1 inarching sta tion  [Buelow, 
(1990)).
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8 ,3  S o lu tio n  P ro ced u re
The solution of the  equations governing the  flow of a m ix ture  of chemically 
reacting gases using the  solution-adaptive grid algorithm  is now described. Using 
th e  num erical in tegration techniques described in C hapter 2, the  solution for the 
flow conservation equations are advanced to  the  n  +  1 m arching sta tion  assum ing 
frozen chemistry. Using the fluid properties a t n  +  1 (density and velocities), the 
species continuity equations are m arched from  the n th  m arching station  to  the 
n +  1 m arching sta tion , yielding the  species m ass fractions at the  n  + 1 m arching 
station . The enthalpies ( J / k g )  and specific heats (J / k g  • K ) of the  species are 
then  obtained from the following relations
h.  = t A , ( f )  + h°
< V . =  - j f  =  B . { t )
where, A  and B  are interpolated from the tables of B lo ttner, (1971) using cubic 
splines and h° is the enthalpy of form ation ( J / k g )  of species j . T he enthalpy and 
specific heat of the locally frozen m ixture are then com puted from the following 
relations. rt
h f  — »
*=i «=i
W ith the enthalpy of the  fluid known, h — f ( T )  =  a Newton-
Rasphson fixed point iteration of the  following form is perform ed to  obtain  the 
tem pera tu re , i.e,
j.*+i = rpk _  ^3 c<h ,(T 'fc) — h 
S > . C P..(T *)
where the  sum m ation is taken over all the  species. Once the  tem pera tu re  is 
known the pressure can be determ ined from D alton 's Law of partial pressures 
for a m ixture of therm ally perfect gases. T he fluid viscosity ( k g / m  * s) of each
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species is calculated from the d a ta  of B lottner (1971). The therm al conductivity 
{ W / m  • K )  of each species is com puted using Eucken’s semi-emperical formula 
(See, for exam ple, Bird et al., 1960). The viscosity and  therm al conductivity of 
the  m ixture are then calculated using W ilke’s mixing rule [Wilke, (1950)]. The 
reader is referred to  the  lite ra tu re  for the exact form of these relations. T he binary 
Lewis num bers, Le, are assum ed to  be the sam e for each species; thus the  binary 
diffusion coefficient D  { m2/ s) is com puted from  the definition ( D — k h e / p C p).
After bo th  the flow and chem istry have been advanced to the  n + 1 m arching 
sta tion  and  flow properties are determ ined in the m anner described above, the 
next step is to  adap t the  grid based on the solution a t the  n  + 1  station and at the 
first level of the  Newton iteration procedure. T he grid is adap ted  to  the solution 
in the  sam e m anner as described in the last chapter, sweeping each coordinate 
line in bo th  crossflow direction until all grid points have been re-distributed based 
on initial solution error estim ation.
After the grid is adap ted , the  flow equations are re-com puted a t the  n * 1 
m arching sta tion  using the  upstream  solution a t the n th  station. This is followed 
by a solution of the chem istry using the refined density and velocity values ob­
tained on the  adapted  grid at n  + 1. The fluid properties at the  n -f 1 station 
are then advanced from iteration t to  t +  1 with Eq. (8.2) using the species 
m ass fractions and therm odynam ic and tran sp o rt properties a t sub-iteration i 
and station  n  + 1. The chem istry is then iterated  to  level i + 1 using the  den­
sity values a t m arching sta tion  n  +  1 and iteration level i +  1. This process is 
continued until a  desired level of convergence is obtained. Besides reducing error 
associated with the loosely coupled fluids-chemistry approach, the  Newton sub­
iteration procedure of Eq. (8.2) also reduces errors due to  the  flux linearizations 
and approxim ate factorization.
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Once a  desired level of convergence is obtained between the chem istry and the 
flow, the grid-fitting algorithm  is employed to  determ ine the  position of the  outer 
grid line at the  next sta tion  and the adapted  grid plane is projected downstream  
in preparation  for the  next step.
8 .3  F low  over  a B lu n t C on e
The solution-adaptive PNS solver is used to com pute the  lam inar flow of 
chemically reacting air over a 5° half-angle blunt nosed cone. T he flow conditions 
are given below.
V,c =  4533m /«  [cNl ) «  =  .7371
Poo -  1272JV/m2 (c o jo o  =  .2629
T o o  — 702A ( CJV ) oo  ( CO  ) oo  =  ( CjV O  )o© =  (C /V O +  ) o o  — 0
Tw =  1216 A' a  =  5°
These conditions correspond to  an a ltitude of approxim ately 100 kilometers. 
T he appropria te  non-dimensional param eters are Moo =  15, ficoo = 1-33 x 10s 
and P r 0a = 0.72. T he com putational grid consists of 65 grid cells in the  cir­
cum ferential direction and 64 cells in the  radial direction for bo th  fixed and 
solution-adapted com putations. An initial b lunt body solution plane of da ta  
a t * =  7.5 x 10- s m was obtained from the Navier-Stokes code of Molvik, (1989). 
T he solution-adaptive m arching procedure was employed to  a distance of 1.016u? 
(40m .) dow nstream  using a m arching stepsize of (O .ltn).
Figure 8.1 illustrates the  resulting solution-adapted and grid-fitted com puta­
tional grid. G rid clustering is observed at the  bow shock locations in the  sym m etry 
planes and cross-flow planes. The ou ter grid surface is also observed to be suffi­
ciently sm ooth. Its com puted location adequately minimizes the num ber of grid 
points in the  freestream . T he initial plane of d a ta  was not adap ted  or grid-fitted. 
T hus, there exists a  short transition region near the blunt nose where the grid
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conies into equilibrium  with the solution. This section of the solution-adapted 
grid is shown in Fig. 8.2. Also shown is the ou ter grid surface in th is sam e region 
as determ ined by the  grid-fitting scheme. During th is transition , the torsional 
param eter, A was given a  value of 10- 3 , and was ram ped  down to  10~4 over 100 
m arching stations. This procedure prevented the  grid from  changing too rapidly 
while the  grid was changing from the initially fixed grid to  a fully adapted  grid; 
th is gradual change prevented the calculations from becoming unstable. T he in- 
tial grid plane consists of grid points exponentially stretched from the boundary 
in the  ^-direction using the  R obert’s stretching function and uniform  spacing in 
the  circum ferential direction.
T he m axim um  and m inim um  grid spacings in the  ^-direction where given 
values of (AsM i4 .x )< /A sat.* =  2.5, ( A sm /Jv)< /A s0 = 0.6. M aximum and 
m inim um  grid spacings in the ^-direction where (A s  m a x  )ij /  As,, = 1.0,
(AsMir<j)jf /Asavt — 0.9. T he straightness param eter used for th e  radial ad ap ta ­
tion was C\  = 0 .6  and th e  straghtness param eter used for circum ferential adap ­
tations was given a value of Cn = 0.5. The radial torsion param eter was given a 
value of Â  =  10-4 (with the m odification discussed above while adapting  close 
to  the  nose) and  the circum ferential torsion param eter A,, =  5 x 10.-3
Figure 8.3 shows Mach contours resulting from  the solution-adapted com pu­
tations. Figure 8.4 show Mach contours resulting from  the fixed grid com puta­
tions. Significant improvem ents are detected in the resolution of the bow shock 
for the  solution-adapted case. Im provem ents in resolution of the bulge in the 
boundary layer on the  leeward side can also detected.
In Fig. 8.5, com puted atom ic oxygen contours are p lotted a t several m arching 
planes. Figure 8.6 illustrates a sim ilar plot resulting from  the fixed grid com pu­
tations. Considerably m ore dissociation occurs on th e  w indward side than  oti 
the  leeward side. As the flow proceeds dow nstream , the atom ic oxygen tends to
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Figure 8.5: Atomic oxygen coutouis. (o= 5,° M«= 15, Re—4.= 1.33x10s, T«= 227K, 66x65 ADAPTED grid) 162
Figure 8.6: Atomic oxygen contours, (c^ 5,° NL= 15, Re*̂ L= 1.33x10s, T«= 227K, 66x65 FIXED grid) 163
Figure 8.7: Pressure contours. (o= 5,® M_= 15, Re«i= 1.33x105, T«= 227K, 66x65 ADAPTED grid)
164
Figure 8.8: Pressure contours. (o= 5,° 15, Rc_i= 1.33x10s, T«= 227K, 66x65 FIXED grid)
165
Figure 8.9: Mach number contours. (a= 5,° NC= 15, Re_i= 133x10s, Tw= 227K, 66x85 FIXED grid)
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re-combine back to molecular oxygen, doing so more rapidly on the  windward 
side of the  cone than  on the  leeward side.
Figures 8.7 and 8 . 8  com pare com puted pressure contours for the  solution- 
adap ted  and fixed grid results, respectively. Again, significant im provem ents in 
resolving the shock are noted for the  solution-adapted case.
Figure 8.9 illustra te  Mach num ber contours com puted using a  fixed grid con­
taining 65 grid cells in the  circum ferential direction and 84 cells in the radial 
direction. Com parison with Fig. 8.3 shows th a t the  solution-adapted case em ­
ploying 65 x 64 grid cells provides a  solution which is be tter resolved than  the 
fixed grid employing 24% m ore grid points.
T he solution-adapted case ( 6 6  x 65 grid) required 4500 seconds of CPU tim e 
on the  Cray Y M P/832 com puter a t Ames Research Center. T he fixed grid so­
lution of Fig. 8.9 ( 6 6  x 85 grid) required 6350 seconds of CPU tim e. The fixed 
grid case employing 6 6  x 65 grid points required 2800 seconds of CPU time. The 
differences in the CPU tim e of the  solution-adapted case and the  fixed grid case 
employing 6 6  x 65 grid points is partially a ttrib u ted  to  an  additional sub-iteration 
perform ed in the  flow-chemistry coupling for the  solution-adapted case. A to ta l 
of five iterations of Eq. (8.2) were perform ed in the fixed grid cases while an ad ­
ditional iteration  was required for the  solution-adaptive case to bring the density 
residual down to a  level equal to  th a t of the fixed grid cases. A nother reason for 
the  reduction in com putational speeds for the  coarse grid solutions over the  fine 
grid solution is vector length of 64 of the Cray YM P com puter.
C H A P T E R  9
Concluding Rem arks
The work presented in the preceding chapters is now sum m arized. A brief 
overview of the  developm ent of the  present solution-adaptive grid algorithm  is first 
provided. Following the  overview is a  sum m ary of the  im portan t contributions 
of the  present work in the  use of adaptive grids for im proving num erical predic­
tions of high-speed parabolic flows. Finally, suggestions for fu rther im proving t he 
solution-adaptive grid procedures presented in this d issertation are provided.
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9 .1  O verv iew
A solution-adaptive grid algorithm  has been developed and applied to  a 
parabolized Navier-Stokes solver. The resulting solution-adaptive parabolized 
Navier-Stokes algorithm  obtains numerical solutions for high-speed flow appli­
cations in the  following m anner. A prelim inary grid plane is first constructed 
at a  distance dow nstream  of the  current m arching sta tion . This is done by 
projecting the  upstream  grid plane a t the current m arching station  downstream . 
Using the num erical integration techniques of C hapter 2, a  prelim inary solution 
is obtained on the  prelim inary grid plane. Based on th is solution, gradients of 
selected flow-field variables are com puted and used as an  error m easure or weight­
ing function. Each coordinate line in each cross-flow direction is then adapted 
using the techniques of C hapters 3, 5 and 7. The grid adap tation  step results in 
a  re-distribution of grid points, clustering points in regions of high solution error 
such as boundary layers, shocks, expansion fans and shear layers. An improved 
solution for the  flow-field is then obtained on this refined grid plane. Before con­
tinuing dow nstream  to  the next m arching sta tion , th e  grid-fitting algorithm  is 
used to  determ ine the  far field extent of solution variation. A new grid plane is 
then constructed with its outer boundary defined by the  grid-fitting algorithm .
An adaptive grid algorithm  was form ulated in C hap ter 3 which employs an 
equi-distribution concept for the  reduction of overall solution error. Each com ­
putational coordinate line is modeled as a system  of tensional springs with the 
spring constants set equal to  a  weighting function. To provide grid sm oothness 
and enforce orthogonality, a  torsion spring analogy is incorporated which relates 
neighboring grid lines and lim its grid point movement. W eighting functions are 
chosen from a num ber of flow-field variable gradients a n d /o r  curvatures, thus 
allowing equal consideration to each during the adap tation  process.
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In C hap ter 4, a  num ber of two-dimensional flow-fields were investigated 
to  dem onstra te  the im provem ents obtainable with th is algorithm . The hyper­
sonic flow over a leading-edge compression ram p was com puted using bo th  the 
solution-adaptive algorithm  and using a fixed grid. The numerical resolution in 
the  shock interaction region was shown to be significantly enhanced by the  use 
of the  solution-adaptive algorithm , and is even b e tte r than a  fixed grid solu­
tion obtained w ith the use of twice as m any grid points. Surface pressure and 
heat transfer predicted using the  solution-adaptive algorithm  also showed better 
agreem ent with experim ents than  predictions obtained using fixed grids.
The hypersonic flow through a cowl-type inlet channel was also investigated 
in C hapter 4. T he flow-field struc tu re  predicted using the  adaptive grid showed 
significant im provem ents in resolution over results using a fixed grid. Pressure 
predictions using the adap ted  grid also showed improved agreem ent with in viscid 
theory, further illustrating the benefits of the  present algorithm .
T he inviscid axi-sym m etric flow over a  cone-cylinder geom etry was also com ­
puted. It was found th a t as m any as th ree  tim es the  num ber of grid points 
were required when perform ing a fixed grid calculation to  obtain the  same level 
of agreem ent with experim ent as the  predictions obtained using the  solution- 
adaptive algorithm . For the sam e level of accuracy, com putational times were 
less when the  solution-adaptive grid procedure was employed.
In C hap ter 5, the  grid adap tation  m ethods presented in C hapter 3 were 
extended for application to  three-dim ensional flows. This extension involved the 
m odification of the adaptation  equations to  include m ultiple torsional dependence 
to  provide grid sm oothness and orthogonality in relation to  neighboring grid lines 
in both stream  wise and cross-flow directions. Techniques were also presented in 
C hapter 5 to  proportion the adapted  cross-flow grid plane a t the curren t m arching 
station to  the  next m arching station for use as a  prelim inary grid plane.
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In C hap ter 6  the  hypersonic flow over & right-circular cone was numerically 
investigated a t three different angles of freestream  incidence. Due to  the angle of 
incidence, a three-dim ensional analysis was needed and grid adap tation  was em ­
ployed in bo th  cross-flow directions. For each angle of incidence case, significant 
im provem ents in flow-field resolution were observed by the  use of the adaptive 
grid. Pi to t pressure profiles in the  leeward sym m etry plane predicted using the 
adaptive grid showed im proved agreem ent w ith experim ental results over the  pres­
sure predictions obtained using a fixed grid containing an equal num ber of points.
In C hap ter 7 the  solution-adaptive grid procedures were modified for ap­
plication to  m ore general three-dim ensional configurations. These m odifications 
included the form ulation of a new technique to  project the adap ted  mesh plane 
dow nstream  to  the next m arching station  in p reparation  for the  next step. A 
three-dim ensional grid-fitting algorithm  was also developed which enabled the 
solution-adaptive algorithm  to provide a  sm oother adap ted  grid. T he torsional 
force term  form ulation of the  system  of grid adap tation  equations was also m od­
ified in C hap ter 7. This m odification increased the usability of the  algorithm  
by reducing the  dependence of the  user-selected adaptation  param eters on the 
relative scales of the grid. This increased the  range of usable param eters, thus 
reducing the  num ber of trial solutions required for param eter ad justm ent.
The algorithm  was then  tested on the hypersonic flow over two lifting body 
configurations. The first was the  Ames all body vehicle, and flow-field results 
were com puted a t zero and 5° angle of incidence. Results com puted using the 
solution-adaptive grid-fitting scheme were com pared with those obtained using 
conventional fixed grids. Significant improvem ents were again observed in flow- 
field resolution as well as p itot pressure predictions. Results obtained  using the 
grid-fitting scheme were also com pared to  results obtained w ithout the use of 
grid-fitting. T his comparison illustrated  some of the problem s encountered with
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the adaptive grid algorithm  when the  freestream  extent of the  com putational grid 
differs significantly in the  circum ferential direction.
T he adaptive algorithm  was also tested on the McDonnell Douglas generic 
option vehicle. T he complexity of the  surface grid of th is geom etry was the 
m ajor reason for the reform ulation of the  dow nstream  grid projection procedure of 
C hap ter 7. A m ethod of projecting the  grid plane at th e  current m arching station 
to  the  next m arching sta tion  was required which could be applied to  arbitrarily  
complex surface configurations. Flow-field results obtained using the  adaptive 
algorithm  illustra te  the usefulness of the present grid adap ting  and generating 
techniques.
In C hap ter 8 , the solution-adaptive PNS solver was applied to  the nonequi- 
librium  flow of air over a  blunt cone geometry. This application fu rther illustrates 
the  usability of th e  m ethod for real flow situations. It was also dem onstra ted  th a t 
significant com putational savings can result with the use of the solution-adaptive 
grid algorithm .
9 .3  S u m m a ry  o f  P re se n t C o n tr ib u tio n s
T his section outlines a  few of the  im portan t contributions of the  present work 
to  grid adap tation  m ethods. As sta ted  in C hap ter 1 , m uch work has been done in 
the  past on adaptive grid m ethods. Davies and V enkatapathy (1989), Djomehri 
and Deiwert (1988), Gnoffo (1982) and Nakahashi and Deiwert (1984, 1985, 1986) 
have all m ade significant contributions to  adap tation  m ethods sim ilar in their 
basic ideas to  the  present one, in th a t they employ a tension and torsion spring 
analogy to  form ulate the  equations th a t yield th e  adap ted  grid point positions. 
The present work, however, makes a  num ber of distinct and unique contributions 
which make the m ethod different and be tter th an  o ther reported contributions. 
Some of the  im portan t contributions of the present work are given below.
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Application to a parabolized Navier-Stokes solver fo r  simultaneous solution 
and grid adaptation. T he present solution-adaptive grid algorithm  is em bedded 
in a PNS solver. T he resulting code obtains accurate num erical solutions to  high­
speed flow-fields in a  single pass process. An improved solution is obtained on 
the  refined grid im m ediately after grid adap tation  is perform ed. In order for this 
concept to  function properly, the grid m ust rem ain sm ooth a t each step, m ain­
taining a  sufficient degree of alignm ent between the upstream  and dow nstream  
sides of the  com putational slab.
Weighting functions selected from a user specified number o f flow-field vari­
ables. The present technique of selecting weighting functions incorporates an 
algorithm  whereby a num ber of flow-field variable gradients are first norm alized. 
T he largest normalized gradient is then chosen to  represent the  weighting func­
tion a t each point along a coordinate line. Thus equal consideration is given to  all 
variables when, for instance, pressure is changing rapidly in one region of the  flow 
b u t may be un im portan t in o ther regions, where o ther variables m ay be changing 
significantly. T he present technique of selecting weighting functions considers all 
changes in all flow-field variables.
Grid-fitting procedure which reduces the number o f grid points in the 
freestream and aligns the grid with flow-field structure. For complex three- 
dimensional problem s it is often difficult to  define a grid th a t is accurately aligned 
with the shock structu re . If the  grid is not aligned to  some extent, grid adap­
ta tion  using the present technique is very difficult. G rid lines tend to  distort 
in the  freestream  as discussed in the  results section of C hap ter 7. The parabo­
lized Navier-Stokes solver experiences difficulties when the shock speed relative to 
cross-flow grid lines is large. T he grid-fitting algorithm  elim inates these problem s 
by accurately aligning the outer grid line with th e  outerm ost shock. As a result 
the  shock rem ains sta tionary  relative to  the  grid and, furtherm ore, a  m axim um
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grid density is obtained in the region of in terest. This feature also improves the 
perform ance of the adaptive grid algorithm , elim inating the  severe grid distortions 
which appear w ithout the  use of the  grid-fitting scheme.
Formulation of a tingle torsional force term  in the adaptation equations in­
stead of two terms as in previous formulations. Previous three-dim ensional appli­
cations of the  present adaptive grid technique [Nakahashi and Deiwert, {1986)], 
[Djomehri and  Deiwert, (1988)] have incorporated the  use of two torsional force 
term s in th e  grid adap tation  equations. A user-specified param eter is required 
for each term . In C hapter 6  this technique was used w ithout success to  adap t the 
grid for the  flow over cones a t angles of incidence. It was difficult to  find appropri­
ate  values for the  A torsion param eters which perm itted  an un in terrup ted  second 
solution step  in the present solution-adaptive m arching scheme. The torsional 
form ulation presented in C hapter 5 was then  devised in an a ttem p t to  provide 
a m ethod which allowed a wider range of appropria te  adaptation  param eters. 
C hapter 5 presents a m ethod whereby a single torsion param eter is specified and 
the  torsional dependence is divided into two com ponents by proportioning the rel­
ative m agnitudes of the  stream wise and cross-flow torsion term s (RHS Eq. 5.2) 
w ith the relative grid scales in the  respective directions (See Eq. 5.3). Although 
th is technique produces satisfactory results for relatively simple geometries such 
as cones, it was found to  be inadequate for m ore complex situations such as those 
of C hapter 7. It was found th a t a  suitable torsion relationship was not, in general, 
proportional to  the relative grid scales in different directions.
In an a ttem p t to  fu rther improve the  relationship between neighboring grid 
lines in the adap tation  equations, a  different approach was devised in C hapter 7. 
This technique involves defining a single grid reference position, elim inating one of 
the  torsional force term s in the adap tation  equations altogether. This technique 
involves the  re-inclusion of a second param eter ( f of Eq. 7.4) to  proportion the
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grid reference positions from the cross-flow and  stream  wise directions to define a 
single grid reference position. Thus, w ith th is form ulation, only one torsional force 
term  appears in the adap tation  equations (Eq. 7.2). This approach was found 
to  be m ore robust in th a t a  wider range of values for the  torsional param eter, A, 
exists which results in a sm ooth adapted  grid for the  second solution step of the 
solution-adaptive m arching procedure.
9 ,3  C o m m e n ts  on  F u rth er  R esearch
In the present work, no a ttem p t was m ade to move the  surface grid points. 
For all applications, the points a t the  surface rem ained fixed. One technique 
which could significantly enhance th e  effects of the present grid adap tation  tech­
niques is to  provide a m eans for re-distributing the surface points. To devise an 
algorithm  which would re -d u ste r points on the  surface of an a rb itrary  geometry 
in a  m anner so as to  preserve the  cross-sectional shape is a  form idable task. In 
the  present work, when adapting  in the circum ferential direction, the  first coor­
d inate  line of grid points on the surface was not adapted . Thus, when adapting 
the  circum ferential coordinate lines close to  the  surface, grid point movement was 
severely restricted  due to  the enforcem ent of orthogonality a t the  surface. As 
a result, reduction of overall solution error in the circum ferential direction by 
the  re-distribution of the  points near the surface was com prom ised in order to 
enforce grid orthogonality in this region. By sliding the  grid points along the 
surface cross-section, grid orthogonality can be m aintained while sim ultaneously 
reducing solution error by the less restricted re-distribution of grid points.
Another m eans of fu rther im provem ent and utility of the present m ethods is 
to  devise a  m echanism  for introducing additional grid points in selected regions 
of the  flow-field. This can be accomplished by flagging regions where the overall 
erro r has not been reduced to  a prescribed level. Additional grid points can then 
be added to  these regions for fu rther solution enhancem ent.
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Additional applications of interest include a three-dim ensional internal flow 
whereby no-slip boundary conditions are enforced th roughout. An application 
of th is na tu re  introduces the additional task of enforcing grid adap tation  bound­
ary  criterion a t more th an  one edge of the  com putational grid to  ensure ade­
quate  m aintenance of wall spacing. The im plem entation of this additional task is 
straight-forw ard, and is currently  being investigated.
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Appendix  A:




are obtained by the solution to  the problem
"I^KSH^SrMifKSsO-H-*
where, as in C hapter 2, the generic inviscid flux, P ; ,  is used to denote F , when k 
is replaced by q. Similarly, is obtained when K is replaced by T he solutions 
to  Eq. (>1.1) for the  eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors can be found in 
Lawrence, (1987).
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A p p en d ix  B:
D eriv a tio n  o f  In v iscid  F lu x  Jacob ian a
The conserved variables can be expressed in vector form as
U  =




\ E t /
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v *\ u j
T he flux vectors E ;, F,- and G* defined by Eqs. (2.2) can be w ritten  in term s of 
th e  vector of conserved variables U\, U2, , . . ,  Us and , after doing so in the  following 
m anner, are denoted as E j( f / j) , F ;( f / j)  and
F,(V,) =
G ,(tO ) =
(  pn  \  
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puv  
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The to tal inviscid flux in the  a-direction is
= ^j-E i(U j)  + ^ F i (Uj )  +  ~ j G i { U j )
which is identical in form to  Eqs. (2.5a). After substitu ting  the above expressions 
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To obtain the stream wise num erical flux E* from  the generic num erical flux de­
fined by Eq. (B .2), k is set equal to  (  and  ut is defined by Eq. (2 .8 ). To obtain 
the  cross-flow num erical fluxes, k is replaced by tj when H i  is equal to  F,  and k 
is replaced by £ when H i is equal to  G,- and u> is set equal to  unity. The notation 
H  i(#c) is merely a  com pact m ethod of writing E*(f,u>), Fi(Tj) and G  ,-(£)• Differ­
entiating Eq. (B .2) w ith respect to  the  dependent vector U  th e  following generic 
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and, as before, u> is defined by Eq. (2.8) when H i(x ) is equal to E *(£) (stream wise 
flux Jacobian) and u> is set equal to  unity when H i ( « )  is equal to  F , ( q )  or G,(C)
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(cross-flow inviscid Jacobians). T he inviscid J&cobi&ns of Eqs, (2.17) and (2.18) 
are then approxim ated as
^ ^ = i ( / + . g n c )^ ^
and
l / r , |
— V ~  = ( /  + 98n «¥T--------oU *,i+i 2 u U ^ j+ i
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—o il  =  + -------
A p p en d ix  C:
V isco u s F lu x  J a co b ia n s
T he viscous flux vectors F„ and G „ of Eqs. (2.2) can be expressed as a  single 
generic viscous flux vector as
(  ^
a i u K + a 5v« +  m  w H
„  a&uK + ffljti* +  a«wK
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T he viscous flux vector, ¥ v — H v when k  of Eqs. ((7.1) and (0 .2 ) is replaced by 
rj and, similarly, G v =  H „ when k  is replaced by £.
T he viscous flux Jacobians are then obtained by differentiating Eq. (0 .1 ) 
with respect to, U ,  the  vector of conserved variables of Eq. ( B . l ) .  The resulting 
generic Jacobian can be w ritten as
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The viscous Jacobi an terniB of the  implicit algorithm  are then given as
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Appendix D:
C a lcu la tio n  o f  W eig h tin g  F u n ction  E x p o n en t
The calculation of B  is found by a N ew ton-Raphson iterative procedure.
The iterative procedure is perform ed until a  value for B  is found th a t produces
a com puted m inim um  As* equal to  the requested Asa4 I N  T he initial value of
B  is assum ed to  be equal to  the  com puted value of B  a t the last line (or 1.0
for the  first line). The value of B  a t the  (n +  l)#A iteration is com puted from
#(** + ! > — ") _|_ A f?(n*. If | A sm  i n  — minA«j*” *| is sm all, an acceptable value of
B  has been found, and the  iteration is complete. A B*n* can be found from the
basic definition of a derivative
9  • / a * i. (Ajjw/jv -  m inAs , (n)) , «  .»— m.n( A * .) = ^ ----------- — - ----------   ( 0 . 1 )
As noted previously, A s, is a m inim um  when Wi = 1 +  A, and by substitu ting  
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C arrying out the  differentiation of V’ w.r.t. B
, D -2)
Equation (D .2) can now be solved, and after substitu ting
t d . )
we obtain
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